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FOREWORD

When the U.S. Office of Education was chart-
ered in 1867, one charge to its commissioners was to
determine the nation's progress in .education. The Na-
tional Astessment of, Educational Progress (NAEPJ
was initiated a century later to address in a systematic
way that charge.

Each year since .1969, National Assessment has
gathered information abaft levels of educational
achievement dcross the country and reported .its find-
ings to the nation. NAEP surveys sthe educational
attainments of 9-year-olds, 13-year-olds, 17-year-olds
and adults (ages 26-35) in 10 learning areas: art,
career and occupational development, citizenship,
literaturemathematics, music, rear.ing, science, social
studies and writing. Different learning areas are as-
sessed every year, and all areas are periodically reas-
sessed in 'order to measure change in educational
_achievement. National Assessment has interviewed
and testod more than 630,000 young American% since
1969.

Learning tarea assessments "evolve from a con-
sensus process. Each assessment is the product of
several yeah of 'work by a great many educators.
scholars and lay Persons from all over the nation.
Initially, these people design objectives fdr each sub-
ject area, Proposing general goals they feel Americans
should be achieving in the course of their education.
After careful reviews, these objectives are given to

ix

eKercise (itemj writers, whose task it is to create.
'measurement tools appropriate to the objectives.

When the exercises have passed extensive re-
views by subject-matter specialists, measurement
experts and ley 'persons; they are administered to
probability samples. The people who comprise those
samples are chosen in such a way that the results of
their assessment can be generalized to an entire
national population. That is, on the basid of the per-
formance of about 2,500 9-year-olds on a given exer-
cise, we can generalize about the probable perform-
ance of all 9-year-olds in the nation.

After assessment data- have been collected,
scored and analyzed National Assessment publishes
`reports -to disseminate results as widely as possible.
Not all exercises are released for publication. Because

'NAEP will administer some of the same exercises
again in the future to determine whether the perform-
ance level of Americans has Increased or decreased, it
is essential xhat they not be released in order" to
preserve-the integrity of the study.

This report, Changes in Political Know/edgis and
Attitudes, 1969-76, summarizes the National Assess-
ment study of ,citizenship and social studies. Another
report available in these areas is Education for Citi-
zenship: A Bicentennial Survey, Report 'No.
07-CS-01.'

9
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INTRODUCTION

Significant changes occurred in the political
climate of the nation and the world between the early
and the.mid-1970s. In 1972, Richard Nixon, was the
Prisident of the United States, and the Viet Nam
War; although winding down, was still consuming
much, of the nation's emotional and economic energy.
By 1976, the Watergate scandal, capturing the atVn-
tion -of much of the nation, hadforced the resigns-

( tion of President Nixon and Gerald Fold had assumed
the presidency. Foreign policy focused upon Henry
Kissinger's shuttle diplomacy in the mid-East. Young
,men were no longer threatened by the draft; the
ticonomy, the energy crisis and other domestic
:natters abso4d the stational interest.

Changes in, tike educational climate also took
place. The protests of the sixties at the college level
led to a relaxation of course requirements, which.
'gradually filtered down to the sect), Wary schools. In
addition, students gained more freedom in course

. ;election, and curricula in many subject areas became
more oriented toward problem-solving skills and
acquisition of general concepts.

-

Along with -these developments, did any chang-
"es occur in students' attitudes and awareness about
politics or in their knowledge about the U.S. govern-
ment and political processesle,

The National Assessment of Educational
Progress is charged with monitoring change in levels
of achievejnent of American young .people. it has
conducted several.-si young- Americans aged
9, 13 and 17' that included. items on political
knowleilie and attitudes.

1 Data were gathered for both in-school and out-of-school
17.year-olds in most surveys; but, for the ke of comparabil-
ity to other age levels, onlylnichool dat r= re or e

1

The Ciiizenship and
Social Studies Assessments

A survey of citizenship was conducted during
the 1968-69 and 1969-70 school years; a survey in
the area of social studies was administered:during the
1971.71 school Year. In the school year 1976-76,
items from, both assessments were reassessed to
determine changes in perforrnance. The following
tablp displays.,the exact dates for these assessments.
Approximately 60% of the items measuring political
knotyledge and attitudes were from the citizenship
assessment, and approXimately 40% were from the
social studies assessment.

First Second
Social Studios Citizenship and
Assessment Social Studies

o Assessment

First
Citizenship
Assessnient

Age 9 Winter, 1970
Age 13 'Fall, 1969
Age 17 Spring, 1969

Winter; 1972 Winter, 1976
Fell, 1971 Fall, 1975
Spring, 1972 Spring, 1976

The first assessment of citizenship was admin..:
istered to 17-year-olds in the spring of 1969, to

13-year-olds in the fall of 1969 and to 9-year-olds in:
the winter of 1970. The first assessment of social
studies was administered to 1.3- year -olds in the fall of .

1971, to 9year-olds .in the winter of :1972 and to
17-year-olds in the spring- of 1972. The second
assessment of Items; -.from -both assessments was
administered to 13-year-olds id the fall of 1976, to
b-year-Olds in the winter of 1976 and to 178year-olds
in the spring-of 1976.

Thus, seven years Separati,;he'firit and se&ifid
administration of scitizenship,iterni for 17-year-olds,"
while the firifiand second asiessmer_m_of4eseiteifis
for 9- and 13-year-olds spin Four.years'
separate-the first and.second administrations of sdCial
studios items-for-all-age-grobps,

lY



For purposes of convenience in this report,
each assessment year is referred to by the last year of
the school year in which the assessment took place.
Thus, 13-year-old performance is discussed as per.
formancein 1970, 1972 or 1976 even though they
were assessed in the fall 'of the school years
1969-70, 1971-7 and 1975-76.

Developing Objectives and Items

knowledge and attitudes items
were designed to measure achievement of objectives
in the citizenship and social studies areas. The
objeetives represent a- consensus of educators, sub-
ject-matter experts and concerned lay persons about
what youns Americans should know and e able to
do in these subject areas. These objectives ,ire not an
attempt to 'mandate behavior Or value systems;
rather; they present goals .that a diverse group of
people identified as desirable for young Americans to
accomplish. National Assessmegt results describe the
number of people achieving various aspects of these
goals and changes in those numbers over time butdo
not indicate the number that educators or the public
might explact to achieve a particular goal.

All National Assessment items and scoring
guides arereviewed by groups that include educators,
subject-matter experts and lay persons to insure that
items will not bemiiinterpreted by students, that the
reading level is appropriate for the age group assessed
and 'that Scoring guides are correct. To-guarcegainst-
the possibility- of racial, ethniC or sixtrarbias,
representatives of minority group.safe included in

..the review procets.

Items-ar.e tried out on small groups of students,
find any unforeieen difficulties with the items are:
corrected at thii stage.

Measuririg Changes in Achievement
o

To measure changes in performance, testing
conditions must be as nearly the same aspossible
each time the measurement is taken. Items used
measure change are identical-in wording and foi-,..:r.
in each assessment. National Assessment makes eve;

2

. effort to hold conditions, Constant by tape-recording
instructions and items and by using trained adniinis-
trators, rather than classroom personnel, to conduct
the assessment. Items are read to students.pn tape to

"minimize the effect of reading difficulties.

Comparable samples of young people are
drawn for Bach assessment year in order to mike
comparisons of results across years possible. Minor
variations that occurred in repfirting grottp defini-
tions over time are taken into account during the
data analysis.2

Scoring of all items must .remain coAstent
across assessment years. Therefore, all the first
assessment citizenship open - ended' responses were
rescored together with the 1976 responses. ScOring
guides, which define categories of acceptable and
unacceptable responses, were revised to include
examples of responses in various categOries from
both assessment years. FOr the social studies items, a ?

subsample of the 1976 responses was obtained by
randomly selecting responses from each sampling
unit across the country. Scor.irtg guides were revised

-to include examples of both 1972 and .1,976 re-
sponses.0Each of the selected responses was scored
by two 1976 scorers, and the consistency of their'
scores with the score given in_1272was--ehecked.
Scoring done in 197_6-was found to be consistent with
scoring do 1972. Some scaring guides used in
197 ere revised to account for responses obtained
in. 1976. In these cases, the 1972 responses were
rescored with the 1976 responses.

Reporting the Dath

Differences 'in perfgrrnance between assess-
ments on specific items are described as.changes orily
if the difference is statistically significant at the '.05
level. This Means; statistically, that we are ,95%
confident .that these differences are real and not a
chance artifact of the study design or the sample.
Differences that are not statistically significant at the
.05 level are described as being "not appreciably
different."

2 J.R. Chromy et al:, The NationalA/ssessment Approtch to
__Sampliag_Apenver,colo islotional_AsSesfmentEduca.---

ti,pnal Progress, 1974L

12



. -.
In rare, cases, two change percentages will be

identical, but only one 411 be Statistic:illy significant;
oi, the smaller of the two it differences may 'be.
significant while the larger is nok. These situationnird
consequences of differing amounts sampling error.

t

This report also describes differences i9 average
performance. Performance is averaged ifver 'a group
of ms for each assessment year,, and the diff4ence

iffrei
een the averages is the?, computed. Rpsitive

erences. indicate that performance in 1976 was
higher than in the first assessment; negative differ-
elites show that performance in the second assess-
ment was lower than in the first. Average differences
are asterisked only if they are significant at the .05
level.

r7

Natiohal Assessment releases for publication,
approximately half of the items used in a particular
assessment year. The netts that are not released are
kept secure and 'will be used to measure changes in
achievement in the next assessment. In Nis report,
results for both released items and Unreleased items
are discussed; however, the text of unreleased item
is not -given and these items are not described in
detail. A list of all the items and their technical
reference numbers is given in Appendix .9 to facili-
tate further study of the items in 'tuture -NAEP
technical reports.

sy

. Summarizing Changei in Achievement .

Each chapter in this report includes items taken
from 'both the citizenship an the Social studies'
assesiments.'BecaUse.these assestrpents covered Vier-
ent periods of time we cannot" average all Of the

a,
items together to arr at a mean percentage fer a
chapter. However, we can average all the social
studies items and all the citizenship items_to arrive at
two averages for the items in a given chapter. BecauA
the number of items used to calculate each average is,
relatively small, the average can be unduly influenced
by large changes on one or two items. When
evaluating performance trends, readers should consid-
"et' the number of items on which performance went
up or down; the size of the changes and the relative

-importance of the content of items showing changes
as well as differences in averages.

2

- -

In this report, we compare ayeragii performance
on identioM sets of -items administered at two
different points in time. Cbmparisons between the
average performance of different, age groups should
nett mgde beaabiLthese averages are based on
different setrof items! Similarly, valid comparisons
cannot be made among different content areas or for
citizenship and' social studies items. For;, example;
13-yeer-Olds' average 'rperformance in the area of
constitutional rights should not be compared with
17-year-olds' average performance in that area; 13-
year - olds'- performance on constitutional rights items
.should.-not be compared with their performance in
the area of structure andi function of government;
13- year -olds' performance ph constitutional rights
should not be compared to 17-year-olds' performance
on structure and function of government items, .and
so forth. "'

.

Measuring Political KnowledgeAnd Attitudes:,

The items :measuring political knowledgeeand
attitudes are categorized in five major content areas:
(1) constitutional rights, (2) respect for Others, (3)

ure and fUnction of government, (4) political
international affairs: Results for all

ions cot pareccto political
in Appendix 9:

process an
political knowlidpe
attitude questions,are summa

.
It should he reMembered that the items by

National Assessment do not cover everything that
might be asked about a specific content area. Thus,
care should be used in generalizing results from a
particular set of items to a genei-al statement about a
content area.

Organization of the Report

The .first five chapters describe results for each
of the five content areas. The sixth chapter gives
results for different population subgroups, and the
seventh presents interpretive remarks about the data
by experts in the fields of citizenship and social
studies.

In each of the first five chapters; highlights of
the results are presented first, followed by a sunymary
of results for the .Content area and a discussion of



specific items ,; d their results. SPecifid-items'ere
- grouped by topic.

Reading the.Graphs

Results-for each item included in a content area
are. displayed graphically in the summary of results
for each chapter. A 'sample graph, showing results for
1.3-year-olds on the structure and function of govern-
ment, appears in Figure 1.

On the graph, black bars represent the first
assessment of an item; slashed and crosshatched .bars
'depict the second assessment. Crosshatched bars
indicate the item is a citizenship item and measures
change over six a seven years ffrom.19b9 and 1970
to 1976), while _slashed bars show change over a
four-year period (from 1972 to 1976). Items are
grouped by topic, with those concerning the structure
of government at the- top of the graph and those
about the function of government at the bottom.
Within these topics, items are ordered by the change

'in performance between assessment years, with the

ILA

largest improvement at, the top and the greatest
atdecline at e bottom. The number to the left of each

set of bars s the change, in perforrhanbe from the first
'to the se nd assessments. Positive numbers indicate
an improvement between illie first /and second assess-
ments; negative numbers signal a decline. Asterisks
indicate the difference 'is significant at the .05 level:

0

The changes in average performance over the
four-, six- and seven -year periods and the number of
items used in computing' each averageappear at the
bottom of the graph. - Again, asterisks show signifi-
cance at the .05 level.

Percentages given in the text and in exhibits
have been rounded to whole numbers. Subtraction of
these numbers may yield ,a figure that varies slightly ,-
from the difference noted on the graphs, since the .

differences on the graphs have been obtained by
subtracting unrounded bercentages. In the text, the
symbol * marks percentages that, when subtracted,
will give results slightly different tHan those shown on
'the graphs.

4
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CHAPTER 1

CoNSTITUTICINAL, RIGHTS

-

Highlights of the Results

Tkirteen-year-olds' and 17-year-olds' recogni-
tion and valuing of their constitutional rights
declined slightly- rom the first M the second is:.

=, segment

in 1926, 13-year-Olde avira111 performance '100
67.%'on kilns Measuring/Ohangp_over -siii. yriers
approximately a 2 parcentegeimInt'cliallOe from
the first simement 4,ind 64% on IteMs measur-
ing 'chino Over four years 1---"reeressnti4e no
'oloOl`gloont change from lb. first amessment.

On the average, in '1976,77% of the 17'161'06
.

(garishly. answered questions measuring change
over four yaw, d seiwoximitioiy a 2 pereentqw-
point decline fOiM 1972. ,

In the 197e aisCessm.ent, approximately: three-
fifths of the 13.yeioidcis Aid f011ifths- of the

1-Fyear-olds ialiked that their rights. are
stated ..in -1.1:Si'..constitution. thesiT6gures-
represent a change from the':1972'disliiitent
results forr13-Yearolds. and t drop from:1972
performeniw for 17-yier.olds.

.

Changes( in 13-yea of sonstlUe
tional rights appeared sec Pendent on

Ule rigIt In question:- For tutiunp thole will
nig to' allow someone who did not believe In
God to hold a pablic office declined from 59%
to 49%; but those willing to allow a Magaiine
or:flimspaper ter publish. criticism of an elected
official increased frorn 49% to 54%.

a. .

I o .19761 .performance on three
items' concerning freedom of the preis ranged
from 6096 Supporting the freedom'io publish
Mistakes of governmental officials to 7196 able
to give a yeason why libraershould be allowed
to have books arguing against democracy. Per-
formance on two of these items declined 6 to 9

_percentage paints from 1972; re-Wits for the
third item did not change.

4
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National Assessment objectives - distinguish be-
tween recognition- of. constitutional rights and valbing
those.righti. For instanro, a peron might know that
freedom of the press. is ,guaranteed 'by the Constitu-
tion, but might still, feel that criticism of national pol-
icies should not be printed. People may not exercise
rights of which they are unaware; rights that people
do not value may be eroded or unequally applied.

The NAEP assessment. asked both whether
students recognized fundamental rights.and whether

..they supported them. Figures 2 and 3"show perform-
:an

of such rights for 13. and 17-year-olds, respectively,
for both assessment years. Since-there are very feW
items for 9-year-olds, no reliablegeneralizations
about 9-year-old performance can be made; results
for this age group are discussed with, results for
specific items.

these results indicate a slight decline in 17- year -olds'
valuing of constitutional rights.

Recognizing Constitutional Rights:
Item Results '

What fights araguaranteed by th'eConstitution?
Why do wehave these rights?

Three-fifths of the 13-year-olds and four-fifths
of the 17-year-olds realized that their civil rights are

dih the Constitution. Exhibit.1 displays the item
and national results.

For 13-year-olds, mean percentages of success
c6 not change significantly On),items measuring
Change over the six-year period, but declined by 2
percentage, points on items assessing 'change over four
years. Note that perfOrmance improved significantly
on one item. measuring recognition of constitutional
rights and declined significantly on tWQ Perfoimance

-on an kern-about the ;rights of 'the accused increased
by 20 percentage points; however; this extfaordinary
change', should not unduly influence one's perception
of the overall results!Thirteen-year-olds showed a

icant improvement on two items abstit:;valuing
constitutional rights and ,a significant !cline on
three.- Overall, len; we see a slight decline for 13-
year-olds on constitutional rights items.

Performance of 17-yearolds declined on four
of six items measuring recognition

not
constitutional

rights. Note that performance did not decline on an
item about the right of the accused with respect to
evidence' collection: the. same item on ;which 13-
year -olds showed such a dramatic increase end an
item about limits on the povtr of the presidency.

Seventeen-year-old average performance on
items measuring change over four years. (1972 to
1976) declined 2 percentage points, from 79% to
77%1 Nearly all of these items dealt with valuing con
stitutional rights. Performance went up significantly
on One item nieasuring valuing' of constitutional rights
and declined significantly. on three. Taken together,

4

8

,
The drab in performance was statistically'signi-

ficent for 17-year-olds but. not for 13-year-olds. A
substantial, improvement in performance did occur
between ages 13and 17. Miny 13-year-olds,apPear to
be uncertain about the' difference-between Decla-
ration of Independence and the Constitution.

Most 13- and 17-year-olds were awe of the
purpose of the rights included in the Constitutiim, al-.
though their percentagei Of success dropped .some-
what from the:f irst to the sacond:assessinent.
Seventy-six percent of the 13-yea*-oldi and .91% Of
the 17-yeir-olds correctly, answered'a'question aboui
this in the 1976 assessment, compared with 81% at
age 13 and 96%*at age 17'i the firstassessment.

- . Three . 13-year-old items dealt Avith knowleddt
of spedfic rights insured t;Y. the ConstitutiOn. Nearly
90% of the .13-year-olds in, the '1976 assessment were;
aware that the right to .privacy protects citizens'
homes; froth search without Written permission

. slight increase from the 1970 assessment. Fewir
13-year-olds in 1976 than in 1972 70% compared
to 77%* selected freedom of religion' as a right
guaranteed by the Constitution. In fact, in 1916.

.-some 14% felt-that the right to good job was consti-
tutionally guaranteed. Approximately union; ip ten
13-year-olds in both 1970 and 1976 realized that one
is free to express one's opinions of the government
and could give a reason for this freedom.

Three 'items concerned the rights of the ac-

cused. One of these items appears in Exhibit 2.

The increase for 13-year-olds represents the
largest increase for all items included in this report.

17



EXHIBIT 1. Percentages of Response to !tern "Civil Rights Stated in
Constitution," Ages 13 and 17

If a citizen of the United States wants to find a statement of his chi' rights, in which one of the
following should he lOok?

13-Year-Olds 17-Year,-Olds

C) In theBible

1972

1%

1976

1%,

.1972

+%

1976

1%
I n. the Constitution 63 59 85 81's.

CD ,In the Articles of Confederation ' 11 11' 6 7'
CD Iii the Declaration of I ndepenciince,
CD I don't khow. . -

2(f
5

26* 7

1t
9*
2

+ Indicates roundqd percent less than qn e.
*Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between the first and second assessments.
tFigures do not total 1000% due to rounding.
tChange is -4.8.

EXHIBIT 2. Percentages of Response to.ltein "Rights. of the Accused,"
Agei13 and 17

According to the law, are police allowed' to keel:1'4n attested persdn in jail until`they collect the
evidence against him, however lorigithat takes?

I 13-Year-Olds 'i7-Year-Olds
1970 1976 1969 1976

CD Ye§ 41% 24 %' 11% 996*
- 40 No 53 73* 88

(Z;) I don't know. 6' 3* 2t 3'
'Indkatet significant difference aethe45 level bettseen the first and secondassessment&

'tFigures do.not total 100% clue torounding.
Change is 1.0.

. ,.
Explanations for the change can only be suppositions:'
One hypothesis might be that the rjsing number of

/t/television shows abou police ana laWyers has contd-
buted to 137year-Old improvement in this area

A secondsouestion concerned the right to move
a trial to a different location-in 1976, 74% Of the

-13- year -olds. antl__79% of the 17-Yeirolds_ansWered
i the ;question correctly. Although 13.Year-Old per-

formance did not change. appreciably, results, for
. 17-year-olds dropped '8 ,percentage points between

the 1969 and 1976 assessments', The third question '
asked, "In, a murder trial,. must the first 12 'Persons

called for jury duty be accepted as a jury?" On this
item, the difference in )3- and 17-year-old knowledge
was considerable. FOrty:seven,petcent of the 130year-
olds 'and. .70% of the 17.yeai.oldi in 1976'ansWered
correctly that the first 12 persons. need not be accept.'
ed. Thirteen-year-old result§ again remained the same
for both assessments, while 17.year.Old performance
dropped 10 percentage points.

.- There were few questionifor 9- year -olds about
their recognition of constitutional rights, Most 9:
year-olds realized that their parents do not have to re-.
ceive governmental, permission. to move .from state to

18



FIGURE 2.4tem Percentages of Response and Average Performance Levels on
'Constitutional fights Reim for the Sort-and Second Assetsnients,.Age 13
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FIGURE 3. Item Percentages of Response and kierageferfonnencirLevels on
Consiitutiond Rights Items for the Fint and Second Assessments, AS 17
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state, although only a ut half could give reasons
why this is so. Nine -year olds were also asked if they
were allowed to express their opinion of the goVern-
ment and then asked to give a reason for their answer.
Slightly over four-fifths in b th 1970 and 1976recog-
nized they were permitted tip express their °anions,
but only about half could give reasons for their
answers.

'Valuing Constitutlonal\ Right*:
Item Results \ e

Do young Americans :value their constitutional
. rights? Do they recognize that these . rights should

apply in specific situations? Do they feet that these
rightsshould be extended equally to all? .14.

Most of the items in this section asked if certain
situations or rights should exist. If people feel that
the activity or right-should be permitted, it serves as

an indication that they value the underlying rWht in-.
volved. These items primarily emphasize the friedoMs
guaranteed by the First-Amendment to the Constitu-
tion. None of them were-administered to 9-year-olds.

Freedom of the press was an essential element
in Uncovering the Watergate 'scandal. Silt, at least

I. tuning -17-year-cilds, valuing of the freedom of the
Pretilleid.not seem to increase.

_ About half of the 19-year-olds and about two-
. thirds :of AO 1 7-year-olds believe (that the press

should have -.the right to cVitioize
This item represents the, largest
items fir 13- year -olds and the la
year-olds (Exhibit 3).

Seventeen-year-dlds' fierfor
on a second item'about freedom
asked if likrariet'lhould_have
democracy, 89% in 1972 and
"yes." 'A slightly sr-hailer, perce
Tent - 81% in 1972 and 75
acceptable reason why librarie
to have such books.

elected official's.
in on the values

gest drop for 17- -

ance also declined
of the press. When

oks arguing against,
8 % in 1976 marked

tage in each assess-
in 1976 wrote an.
should be peimitted

On :a third question&
mistakes of governmental:
percentage of, success did n
tween assessments. Sixty p
freedom of the press and g
reason for their support.

garding publication of -
icials, the 17-year-old

t change 'significantly be-
rcent both supported t)lis

ye at least one satisfactory

There was no discernable pattern of change for
'items concerning freedom of speech. Thirteeirlyear .1

olds showed a slight improvement, and 17- year-olds'
performance evidenCed no.- significant 'change When
asked if citizen's younger than the voting age,. should' .

be able to vote:letters to elected officials or to
presi publicly their political opinions. In 1976;
approximately three-fourths of the 13-tear-olds and

-neatly jaktenthsof the 17-Year-olds responded that .

.citi zens .shOuld have .these rights. Neither: -
13.yeerolds. nor 17 -yea'. Ids displayed -a change in'
performance on an item about Onil.efreedoni to

EXHIBIT 3. Percentages of Flesponie to Item "Should NewipXikthiish
Criticism of the GoiernMent?" Ages 13 and 17

ShOuld a newspaper or magazine be allowed to publish something that' criticizes an elected '
government official?

13-Year-Olds - 17-Year-Q1ds
1972 1976 1972 1976

41. Yes 49% 6.49* 7,5% 67,%*;
0 No 38 27* 14 15
0 Undecided 1Zt 19* 10t 17*t

'Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between.the first and second assessment&
"tfrigures do-not total 100% due to rounding.
tChange is -8.7.
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speak on political issues. Seventy-olie percent of the
11year-olds and 78% of the 17-year-olds supported
this freedom and gave an acceptable reason for their
support,-

Should a perion who believes there is no God
be allowed .to express his views publicly? This ques-
tion touches upon both freedom of speech and free-
dom of religion, so students may have been respond-
ing to either freedom, or botj Sixty percent at age
13 and 76% at age 17 supported these freedoms jn
1976; performance did not change significantly for
either age group over the four-year peribd. Substan-
tial perdentages in the 1976 assessment 18% of the
13-year-olds and 16% of the 17-year-olds were un-
decided as to whether these freedoms should be
allowed:

Approximately twOithirds of the 17-year-oldso

in both 1972 and 1976 felt that a person with' did not
believe in God should be allowed to;hold public
office. However, for 13-year-olds, thepercentage feel-
ing that this situation should be alloWed dropped

, sharply, .from 59% in 1972 to 49% in 1916: Twenty-
)

-

a-

13

seven percent of the 13-year-olds were "undecided"
on, this question in 1976, as were 16% of the 17-year- .

olds.

Support for freedom of assembly was investi-
gated only at the 13-year-old level; the results are not
particularly encouraging. The percentage giving
acceptable reasons for either supporting or rejecting
the right to assemble in all situations dropped 17 per-
centage points from 71% to 54%. The percentage
giving acceptable reasons for permitting or not per-
mitting various kinds of people to assemble also de-
clined, _aitho_ugb_not _asigreatly .--_.performance
dropped 5 percentage points, to 58%;

Both 13- and 17-year-olds seemed to support
the application of fair trial procedures, and this
suppOrt remained constant from 1972 to 1976. In the
second assessment, 77% of the 13-year-olds and 85%
of the 17-year-olds stated that crimes should net be .

punished immediately after an accusation is madefind
gave an acceptable justification for their answer.

22,
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CHAPTER 2

RESPECT FOR OTHERS

15

Highlights of the Results.

/ 'Overall yotults for 13. and 17-year-olds on items
in this Chapter. showetke slight decline.

Thirtesn=yeeKeds ,pertenetiesli en
itere seosseci in-1070 h 19711 de.
dined seprosersie 3 'tatiiees. to

Over the sewn -yoir period, 17-virer-oW aver
"111126rformonso *And frRio MI% to OM. On
items Ineriarriog choose vsser four Veers, their
perforesess. deeihrid frail 78% to 73%.

Thirteenyeer-okis'ehowed di. greatest 'Iwo&
mans betWeen 30189111111111 in 01(10010102

laws are needed = 83% ennee in
thil971) auessaient wing jnd tb 8196 in 1978.

`;
Thirteen-y*81'791W

dedining

. Selenteen-year -ohia
firstto-the aeconil4neeir111m311!1'

have ihirsons of °t ho! races liakidiS)16 Wee
our'scbvitiis, sdch sisliaine in the,ir steirjhbor-
hood or voting in eleetioni:

,

Between 1972 andllf78.174sOr-olds 10100
in their understanding ote probieni*Ine Poth.
peOple;Isith 90% isloveitIng aseiy-1.n the .

filet meesment end 930..416110g _so in the



Respect for others can be manifested in many
ways. It may find expression in supporting the rights
of other's,- in willingness to help others, in upholding

P the rule of law, in. supporting open communication or
in believing in equal oPportUnity for all.

. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that for both 13.
and 17-year-olds, respectiVely, the number of items in
this content area showing significant declines. was

''' gr ater than the number displaying significant im ..
pr vements. Average performance on these items also
declined significantly at both age levels. For 13-year.
.olds, performance declined approximately 3 percent-
age points on eight !terns measuring change between
the 1970 and 1976 assessments. Seventeen- year -olds'
p4formance declined about 2 percentage points over
bor the four- an seven-year periods.

t As Figure 4 reveals, 13-year-olds improved in
their ability to explain why laws are needed, but de.
dined in support for freedom of assembly in all, legal,
situations and in understanding'of the benefits of uni. -

.verser eduiation to society; Seventeen-year-01dt
olFiciure 5).4howed 'greater willingness in the .second'
than in 'the. first assessment to' associate with people
of other races-and:kit-proved. in their ability to under.
stand some of:the problerris of poor people. Items on
which their: PerfOrrriance declined ftealt with varied
topies.

Respect for Otheri:
item Reiults

Respect for others includes respect-for people
of all races. As part of the assessment; students were
asked if they Would be willing to have a-person of an
other race participate in activities, typically encoun-
tered in daily I ife --; for example, liye in 'their

.neighborhood, vote in elections or attend their
church. Exhibit 4 shows such an item. Willingness was
slightly higher for situations allowing a greatek dis-
tance between people 'voting in national elections
and attending one's church or synagogue. Students
were least willing to have soitneone of another race
live their neighborhood; however, in 1976, close to
80% at both ages 13 and 17 were willing to accept
this situation. The percentage of those willing to have
someone of another race do all five things listed did
not chance significantly between the first and second
assessments.for 1.3-year-Olds, but this percentage im-
proved by 7 points for 17-year-olds.

16

On a similar; unreleased, item, the,same trends
were apparent. Students were more likely to be will-
ing to have people of other races participate in actiyi-
ties that were not close social encounters, although
for both ages willingness did no/ drop below:75% on
any sit5ation. Again, the percentage of 13-year-olds
willing to accept someone of a different race in all
five situations given did not-change significantly; but
the percentage Of 17- year -olds -willing to, do so in;
creased by 8 percentage points.

, 4
Seventeen-year-olds also. demonstrated in- .

creased-understanding of some of the problems faced
by people' living in poor neighborhoods. APproxi-
mately 9Q% ln 1972 and 93%* in 16/6 -could give a
reason why people living in inadequate- housing do,
'not simply move to bend! neighborhoods, Mahy
responses mentioned the probablelack of fundillaced
by people living in ;uch conditions. Other acceptable
responses lncluded their Probable lack cof education
and the poisibility that they might faCe various types
of discrimination.

Respect for others is also indicated by willing-
ness to support for all people' the rights-guaranteed by
the Constitution: Some of the items discussed in.the
chapter on "Constitutional Rights" are also included
in' the summaries for this chapter and will he dis-
cussed briefly here.

-In the 1.976 assessment, 13:year-olds' results on
five items about valuing such rights, as freedom of
speech," religion and assembly ranged from 54% to-
76%.: From the first to the second assessments, per-
formance improved on supporting freedomof expres-
-sion 'for teenagers, did not change lignificantly on al-
lowing people to express a belief in atheism, and de-
dined on items-about freedom of assembly and free-
dom of religion for elected officials. Seventeen-year-
olds' performance 'on- fpur such items varied from-
65% to 88% in 1976. Their achievement On these
items generally did-not change appreciably from the
first assessment.

Questions to '9- year -olds about their respect for
others involved their willingness to act in a personal
situation. When asked if they would help a best friend,
who was hurt, even it meant they would be late to-
school, 95% in 1976 said they would help their friend
and gave an acceptable method. This percentage
represented a slight

of
2 points) decline from

1972. The number of 9-year-olds who had actually
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JURE 5. Item Percentages of Response and Average Perfonnsage Layels on
Respect for Others "Items for the First and Seconci,Assealments.ge 17
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helped an adult within the last year other than
their family or teacher, and without pay dropped
from 67% in 1970 to 48% in 1976.

Many teenagers in 1976 understood the need
for laws, with 81% of the l'I..yea-rolds and 83% of the
17-year-olds giving at least three acceptable reasons
why laws are needed. Thirteen-year-olds' ability to

.

give such reasons showed as large 18 percentage
point improvement from 1970. Seventeenyear-old
performance, however, showed a decline of 6 per-
centagp points from 1969. Thirteen-year-olds were
more likely to cite prevention of specific crimes as a
reason for having laws while the older teenagers
tended to make more general statements.

EXHIBI1 4. Percentages of Response to Item "Respect for Others,"
Ages 13 and 17

People differently toward people of other races. How willing would you be to have a person of
a different race doing these things

13-Year-Olds 17-Year-Olds
1970 1976 1969 1976

A. Be your barber or beauty operator.

ao Willing to 80% 82% 79% 86%* I
O Prefer not to

. Corn to your church or synagogue.
a.

4Io Willing to 86 88 90 92
C) Prefer not to

C. Live in yOur neighborhood.

77 81 75 79
CD- Prefer not to

D. Sit beside you on a train or bus.

4. Willing to 78 78 86e, 87
0 Prefer not to

F. \Iota in natinne,. P!Artfrns.
R

411 Willing to 87 86 05 94
(DI Prefer not to

, Percentage willing to, have person of
another race do all five things listed
above: 56 58 61 68"

'Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between the first and second assessments.

b
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Severiteen-yearold support for laws was also
measured by asking them what they would do in the
hypothetical situation described in Exhibit 5.

The proportion of 17-year-olds who said they
would report vandalism to the police dropped 7 per-
centage points between' 1972 and 1976; the percent.
age giving an acceptable reason for their answer went
down by 5 percentage points. About hblf of the
"acceptable" responses included preventing further
crime, doing one's duty as a citizen and, if one re-
sponded "no" to the first question, notifying some-
one other than the police.

N ine-year-olds answered two questions about
rules one about rules for themselves and another
about rules for grownups. Over 90% of the 9-year-
olds cild explain why they needed rules. While 88%
felt that grownups also needed rules, only two-thirds
could .explain why. These percentages did not change
significantly between 1970 and 1976.

Several items concerned the need for open corn-
Aunication by public officials and the media.
Students at all three ages were asked Why it might be
good to have newspapers in a particular area pub-
lished by more than one company. Ability to give

reasons increased with....agiin 1976, slightly under
one-third of the 9-year-olds, about two-thirds of the
13-year-olds and 85% of the 17-year-olds gave an ac-
ceptable-reason. While performance from the first to '
the second assessment remained constant for 13-
year -olds, it dropped 8 to 9 percentage points for 9-5
and 17-year-olds. Most respondents either indicated
that different papers might present different points of
view on the same story or said that more papers
might cover a wider range of news items. one
13-year-old put it, "because the news will be differ-
ent, and told different."

Se-if en teen-year-olds considered various ways
school board members could deal with an unpopular
plan. Nearly 90% agreed that the plan should be dis-
cussed at a public meeting; slightly over 80% agreed
that shelving the plan because it was unpopular or
adopting it without public discussion were not good
courses of action, No significant changes in results on
these questions occurred between the first and second
assessments.

Several items about constitutional rights also re-
late to the, concept of open communication. As
observed in Chapter 17,,17-year-Olds were somewhat -
less likely in 1976 than in 1969 to -believe that Ii-

EXHIBIT 5. Percentages of Respoinelo Item "Report Vandalism,"
Age 17

A. Suppose you see a stranger slashing
the tires of a car. Would you report
and describe that person to the
police?

C) /Yes
CD No
CD Undecided

B. Please give a reason for your answer.

1971 1976

74%

14 .

12

67%*
10*
22`t

Percentage giving acceptable reasons. 70 65*

.
*Indicates significant difference at the .05 level -between the first and
seCond assessments:

tFigU res'do not total 100% due to rounding,
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braries should have 'books that speak against democra-
cy, 81% believing so in 1969 compared to 75% in
1976. Approximately the same percentages in the
first and second assessments -- 71% of the 13-year-
olds and 78% of the17-year-olds felt that people
should be allowed to criticize the goviinment public:,
ly, and about threefifths of the" -17- year -olds in both
assessment years felt that the'media should be able to
publicize the mistakes of governmental officials.

Students appeared aware of the, benefits of edu-
cation for individuals but had difficulty in articulat-

&

ti
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ino the benefits to the society when all citizens are
educated. In 1976, 70% of the 9-year-olds and 82% of
the 13-year-olds gave two or more reasons why educa-
tion is good for children approximately the same
percentages as in 1970. However, when asked to list
two ways the country would be, helped if everyone
received, a good education, the percentage of 13-year-
olds answering successfully dropped 22*points, from
72% to 51%. and 17-year-old performance declined
10 percentage points, from 81% to 719(6
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CHAPTER 3

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

OF GOVERNMENT

Highlights of the Results

Knowledge about the structure and function of
government declined froli the early to the
mid-seventies for both 13...and 17- year -olds.
The decline was greater for 17year-olds than
for 13-year-olds.

Thirteen-yew-olds' performance averaged 58%
in 1976 on six-year change items a decline of
approximately 5. percentage points from the .

1970 measement.
,

Seventy/len-year-olds' average performance de.
dined le percentage points from 64% to 54%

on/hems mind in 1N9 and 1976 and 5
points from 62% to 57% an

i aerimed in 1972 and 1976..

S
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The percentages of students able to explain the
basic concept of democracy went down from
the first to the second assessment. Thirteen-
year-ole performance dropped-11 percentage
points from 53% to 42% while that
17-year-olds.dedineci 13 points from 86%
to 74%. Less .than 396 of the 9-year-olds
Successfully explained democracy in either
year.

Knowledge about the limitations of the power
of the presidency did not increase. About 6094
of the 13-year-olds and slightly over 70% of the
17-yerar-olds in both assessment years could
either explain why the President does not have
unlimited power or cite situations in which un-
limited poivers do exist. .

Items about the U.S. Department of State
showed a definite improvement between assess-
ment year's for 13-yeir-olds. Seventeen-year-old
performance improved considerably on one
such item and showed no change' on another.

Knowledge about the U.S. Cchrgrass specifi-
cally, ability to identify the U. Senate and to

of its functions underwent a
6 assessment, 65%

17-year-olds
rts of

re

sizeable 'decline. In
of the 13-year-olds ant1,96% o
identified the Senate as one of the
the Congresi, a . decline of 6 to 7 pa ge

.point from their performance in the first as- .
sessment. Leis than 30% of the 13year-olds. iii
either assessment year identified. the Senate as
the bridy. that approves treaties and ratifies sp.
pointments. While. nearly half the 17-year-olds
in 1976 knew that the Senate ratified appoint-
ment, only 35% realized that it also approves
treaties. Results on these items for 17-yernolds
declined 10 to 16 percentage points fromie
first assessment. t
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The National Assessment objectives in citizen-
ship Sand social studies imply that citizens of a democ-
racy need to know how their government is organized
and how it functions in order fb elect representatives
intelligently and to monitor the government's activi-
ties. For the purpose of the assessment, knowledge
about government was divided into two parts: knowl-
edge about the way the government is set up and
knowledge about how its various parts function. In
the United States, parallel structures exist on each of
three levels - the federal, state and locatievels. At
each level, functions are allocated among thlegisla-
tive, executive and judicial branches.. '\

Assessment questions about the structure of
governnient concentrated upon the federal level, since
variations from the federal structure at the state and
local levels were felt, for the most part, to be outside
the scope of a nationwide assessment.

The majority of the items assessing understand-
ing of the structure of government are-from the cit-
izenship assessment; thus, they cover a six-year period
for 13 - /ear -olds and a seven-year period for 17-year-
olds. Most of the items concerned With the function
of government are from the social studios assessment
and measure changes in performance over a four-year
period.

The graphs in Figures 6 and 7 show the national
percentage of success for each item for each year in
which it was administered. These graphs displaynly
results for 13- and 17-year-olds, respectively; since
there were very few items for 9-year-olds, results for
that age group will be presented with results for speck,
fic items.

Figures 6 and 7 reveal that percentages declined
on the majority of the items about the structure and
function of government at both ages. Thirteen-year-
olds' performance improved on three items,' two of
which cnncerned.the State Department.dluring 1972,
the secretary of state was WilliVn P. Rogers, while in.
1976 it was Henry Kissinger, a considerably more
visible figure. This may have contributed to the ,im-
provement in performance.

Mean performance -for 13-year-olds dropped
approximately 6 percentage points on items Meqsur-
ing change from the 1970 to the 1976 auessiient,
but remained the.same on items assessed in the 1972
and 1976 school years. Since more items showed sig-
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nificant declines than significant improvements, we
can say that the achievement-of 13-yearlds with re-
gard to the structure and function of government
probably declined.

Seventeen-year-olds' mean performance went
down 10 percentage points from 64% to 54% on
items spanning seven years, and 5 percentage points
from 62% to 57% on foul -yeas' change items. Their
achievement went up on only one.'-itern oneof the
items about the State DepartmenyAll indicators
point to a fairly substantial decline iv i 17- year-old un-
derstanding of the structure and function at govern-
ment. The decline in their knowledge 'about the,struc-.
ture of government appeared greater than the drop in
knowledge about its functioning.

Structure of GoirernMent
Item Results

For a more detailed picture of student abilities
and of changes in their performance, we will discuss
many of the items displayed on the graphs -in Figures
6 and 7. Items about the Structure bf government
asked about the makeup of the three branches of our
governmental system and about the tax structure.

k
As a measure of knowledge about The under-

lying structure of American government, 9-, 13- and
( 17-year-olds were asked, "What is a democracyr The

majority of acceptable responses at all ages either
stated that the peOple control the government or that
voting is used to -run the government for example,
"A'democricr is a government where the people vote

- for their leaders." Other acceptable responses includ-
ed references.to freedom or equality for all oPto the
Constitution or the Declaration of 'Independence.
Students were not Lequired to give complex explana;
tiOns of The concept of democracy. AnSivers such as
"run by the people," "where the majority rules" and
"it's fraeilom of whet you say end do" were scored as
acceptable.

N ine-year-olds' capacity to define democracy
seemed very low in both assessment years: fewer than
3% of them successfully explained the concept in
either 1970 or 1976. Thirteen-year-olds' performance
dropped 11 percentage points from 53% to 42% --
while that of 17-year-olds deblined, 13* percentage'
points from 86% .to 74 %. From these results, we
can see that familiarity with the concept of democre-

.
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cy increased considerably from age 13 to age 17, but
that between the first and second assessmerets ability
to explain the concept had declined 'about equally at
both ages.

A series-;of questions -probed for _knowledge
about the legislative blanch of the government. An
item about the Congress appears in Exhibit 6.
Thirteen- and 17-year-olds showed .a very similar de-
cline in performance on this item a drop of 7 per-
centage pointi for 13-year-olds and 6 percentage
points for 17:year-olds. There was, however, a con-
siderable improvement from .ages 13 to 17 while
about two-thirds of the 13-year-olds in 1976 correct-
ly identified the Senate as part of:the Congress,
almost nine-tenths of the 17-year-olds did so.

Seventeen-year-olds were vague on the princi-
ples governing allocation of senators and-representa-
tives at the federal and the state level. When asked to
identify a Situation in which a state might have more
senators than representatives, 54% in 1969, but only
.35% in 1976, correctly responded that this situation
would occur when a state has a small population.
When. questioned about the groups that would have
fewer legislators when state legislatures are appor-
tioned by the -"one-man/one-vote" rule, approximate-
ly oce-third of the 17-year-olds in 1969 and one-

.

quarter seven years later correctly replied that farm-
ers would lose legislators.

Seventeenyear-olds were also asked to identify
the branch of government to which various public
offices belonged. Fewer 17-year-olds in the second-as,
sessment recognized that Congress was part of the
legislative branch 74% answered 'correctly in t976
compared to 84% in 1969.. Identification of the
branch to which a state assembly belonged proied,
more difficult. Fifty-four percent in 1976 correctly
identified it as belonging to the legislative branch a

decline of 15 percentage- pbints from 1969. A
substantial 22% in 1976 replied "I don't know" to
this question.

Performance also declined on identifiCation_of
offices belonging to the executive branch. In 1976,
71% of the 17-year-olds identified the President, 55%
a governor and 38% the Lis. Cabinet as parts of the
executive branch. These figures represent 7 to 13 pei-
centagepoint drops from performance in 1969; .

Other, questions about the executive branch
concerned Cabinet-level departments. Ona_question
about the secretary of state's membership. in thepres-
ident's Cabinet, 13-year-olds' performance improved
by 13 percentage 'points while that of. 17- year -olds

EXHIBIT 6. Percentages of Response to Item "Structure of the U.S. Congress,"
Ages 13 and 17

The Congress of the United oStates is mad up of two parts. One part is the House of
Representatives. What is the othet-part?

1970
-Year-Olds

1978'
17-Year-Olds

1969 1976

(2) The Assembly 3% 2% 1% 1%

C-23 The Electoral Colicge. 2 1* °

4' The Senate .73 66* t 94 88"
C. The State Department. 3 4, 1 1"
CD The Supreme Court"
CD I don't know.

16
3

21*.
t*t

4J
+t

8":
1.

+ indicates rounded percent less 'than one,
"Indicates significant differencef t the .05 level between the first and second asse- ssrnents,
tFigUres do not total 100% due to rounding.
.tChan'ge is -Z4.

a
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did not change significantly. However, on a question
that concerned U.S. Department of Defense expendi-
tures, 13-year-olds' performance dropped 4413 per-
centage. points, and 1 7-year-oids' performance
dropped,by 28 percentage points.

In 1969, 74% of the 17-year-olds correctly said
'._.that the U.S. Supreme Court was part of the judicial

branch; 85% recognized that a county court was part
of the judiciary. In 1979, these figures had dropped
to 65% correctly placing the Supreme Court and 80%.
the county court.

Seirenteen-year-olds wire-also asked what.pro-
portion of theSUpnime Court must agree in order to
declare a laW:unconstitutional. Very few selected the
Correct answer to this question correctlY either time
it was assessed 9% replied that a simple Majority
was needed during the 1969 assessment and 7%*gave
this answer in, 1 97 6. The largest percentage of
students during both years felt that atwo-thirds vote
by the Supreme Court members was necessary.

Iniaddition to items on th6 bran4hes of goVern-
ment,several questions concerned the tax structure..
Students at all. three ages were asked where the
money to build schools and highwaYi came from. Tte.
number that could answer this question correctly de-
clined at all three. ages. Forty-seven percent of the
9-year-Olds, 90% of the 13-year-olds and 97% of the
17-year-olds gave acceptable responses in the first as-..

seasment, while 42%, 83% and 93% of these groups,.
respectively, gave acceptableanswers in 1976.

.Students were more likely to recognize that in-
come tax supplies the most money to run the fegleral
government when "sales tax" appeared lait in a tit of
suggested ,money sources. On this item, approximate-
ly. 75% of tie teenagers in 1976 correctly saw income
tax as the greatest source, and only 10% selected sales
tax. However, on a variation of the question, in which,
"sales tax" appeared first on the list of alternative
answers, percentages answering "income tax" in 1976
were 51% at age 13 and 56% at- age 17, and apprOxi-
thately 25% at each age chose -"sales tax" as the cor-
rect .answer. In most cases, performance on these
items did not change between the first and secondas-
sessments.

Function of Government:
Item Results °

What does the State Department do? Who de-
clares laws unconstitutional? What are the powers of
the President? Questions about the function of
government examined the differing ftrctions of fed-
eral, state and local'governments, the Powers and du-
ties of governmental bodies and theresponsibilities of
some local governmental agencies.

.

Students we' re asked to indicate the level of
government = federal, state or local -- responsible for
four different governinental functions. Percentages of
success for each of the four questions are shown on
the graphs in Figures 6 and 7. The percentages of
students correctly answering all four questions went
down both' for 13-year-olds and 17-year-olds, drop-
ping 4 points at age 13 and 10 points at age 17.

Performance also declined on two items about.
functions of the Senate. Exhibit 7 displays one of
these items and its national results.

In 1976,. approximately 6% fewer 13-year-olds
and 10% fewer 17-year-olds recognized that the Sen-

. Ate must approve appointments to the Supreme
Court.

Thirteen- and 17-year-olds were also asked
which body hade,the power to aOprova. treaties. In
1972, 2696 at age ll'an0 51% at age 17correctlY stat-
ed that the Senate 'has this power; but only,onl
20% at 13 and 35% at 17 respondedcorrectly. .

We might expect that, after the revelations of -

Watergate, students would be much more knowledge-
able about limits to the power of the presidency.
However, it is still the case that fewer students can '-
give reasons why there are limits than know that such
limits exist. Exhibit 8 shows another exercise, dealing
with the power pf, the presidency. this exercise was
administered to 9-year-oldi as well as 13- and
17-year-olds.

.Acceptable reasons for a "no" answer could re-
fer to the control of 'the voters, thesystem of consti:
tutional checks and balanciS, the necessity to obey
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EXHIBIT 7. Percentages of Responseto Item "Approval of U.S Supreme Court
Appointment," Ages 13 and 17

Which one of the following must approve an appointment to the United States Supreme Court?

13-Year-Olds
1972 1976

17-Year-Olds
1972 1976

40 The Senate 30% 24 %' 58% 4896*

CD The Department of State .5 5 3 2

(2) The Department of Justice 37 50' 21 31'
(:) The governors of the States 9 9 2. ° 3

(2) I don't Vnow. 19 12' 16 15t

'Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between the first and second assessments.
tFigures do not total 100% due to rounding.

laws or the consequences-that might follow a lifting
of restraints. The only acceptable reason for a "yes"
answer was a national emergency or national disaster.

Although 17-year-olds in 1976 were more likely
to recogniie that the President cannot do anything he
wants, their ability to-give reasons why his powers are
limited did not increase significantly. Thirteen-year-
olds' yerception of the President's rights and their
ability to give reasons for such rights did not change
greatly over six years. At age 9, both recognition of
limitations on the President's power and acceptable
reasons for these restraints occurred less often in
1976.

"Why is 'the President, not a military officer,
the head of our Armed Forces?" The majority of the
17-year-olds *did not.answer this question acceptably,
and the percentage of who did decreased from
1969 to 1976. Forty percent. gave an acceptable
answer the first time, compared to 31%* in 1976,
Acceptable response categories were: to prevent the
possibility of a.military takeover, to represent the

;.opinion of the voters, to provide supervision ,of all
branches of the armed forces, to consider many as-
pects of a situation and to save time-and allow for
coordination of effort.

Another queition about the executive branch
asked, "Which one of the following governmental de-
partments issiciOST concerned with foreign affairs?"

Alternatives given were the U.S. Departments of
State, Commerce, Agriculture 'or Treasury. In 1972,
27% of the 13-year-olds and 38% of the 17-year-olds
correctly selected the State Department. By 11976.
37% of the 13-year-olds and 53% of the 17-jfear-oldi
gave the correct answer an increase in performance .

of 11* percentage points for the 13-year-olds and 14*
points for the older students.

'A question about the judicial branch' focused
on the, federal level. Thirteen- and 17-year-olds were
asked to identify '.the body having the power to de-
clare an act of Cobgress unconstitutional. -Thirteen-
year-old performance. improved from 1972 to 1978,
with 40% answering correctly in 1976 compared to
35% in the first assessment. approximately one-.
fourth of the. 13-year-olds in both years felt that the
President could declare congressional acts unconstitu-
tional. For 17-year-olds, performance declined, with
73% answering correctly in the first assessment and
62% doing's° iri the. second.

.Approximately three-quarters of the 9-year-olds
in both 1972 and 1976 were able to identify the
judge, rather than the lawyer, the jtirY or the person
on trial, AS the person responsible for insuring that a
trial is fair and follows the rules.

Knowledge about the functions of local govern-
mental agencies varied considerably. For example,
nearly all 13- year -olds could name the proper agency
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- EXHIBIT 8. Percentages of Response to Item :'Powers of the President,?
Ages 9, 13 and 17

A. Does the President have" the right to do anything affecting the United
States that he wants to do?

9-Year-Olds 13-Year-Olds 17-Year-Olds
1970 1970 . 1976 1970 1976 1.969 1976

C) Yes 46% 51 %' 23% 23% 20% 10%*
41111 No 49 42* 72 74 79 87'
CD I don't know. 4t 5t 3' 1 3'

(If Yes to A) Why?

C. (If No to A) Why Not?

Percentage Giving Either Yes or No toPart A and
an Acceptable Reason in Parts B or C

9-Year-Olds 13-Year-Olds1 17-Year-Olds
1970 1976 1970 1976 1969 1976

33 21* 60 59t 71 74

' Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between-the first and second as-
sessments.
t Figures nottotal 100% due to rounding.

Change is -0.4.

6

to contact if someone was robbed, hurt of sick; and
percentages of success did not change significantly
over a six Year span. However,-the percentages of suc-
cess in identifying agencies to help one- find a baby-
sitter or to obtain assistance for a traveler in a strange
town dropped by 13 to 14 veil:mute& points for

t,

B

13-year -olds from the first to the second assessment.
Seventeen-year-olds were less likely in 1976 than in
1909 to name the agency to be contacted if a traffic
light was not working or if the public health was en-
dangered.
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CHAPTER 4

THE POLITICAL PROCESS

r.

Highlights of the Results
3

Thirteen- and 17-year-olds' performince on
items concerning the political Process declined
between the first and second assessments.

From the 1970 to the 1976. assessment. 13-
yeavoldes avarige results dropped 4 percentage
points, from 63% to 59%. The number of items
measuring changes betwesie 1972 and '1976 wire

. relatively small; however, average performance..
did show a decline.

Sovenieaniear-olds' average results on him, as-
: snood in 1989 and 1976 rood percontege

points, from 65%. to 59%. my a small number
of 'horns measured than*, between 1972 and
1976; however, average periorivenea on these
harps did decline.

.

Fewer 17-year-olds.in 1976 thars,1969 reported
that they had particiPited ire the political
process.

Nearly 811 of the 13- and 17-year.olds in both
assessment years could name the President of. .

the United' States,

Knowledge about congiessiOnal'representativas
declined froin the .first to the second assess -,
Mont. ;Awareness that a. rmatoi-,h-elected
dropped 10 perdantage points for 133earlIcit

from 74%to 6411 and 9 percentage 'points
f 7.year.olds from `.90% to 91%.
Seventeen- year -olds' ability to- Identify one of
their congressional representatives stropped '9
percentage points`, from 57% to 48%; AbOut
one -fifth of the 13-year-olds in both years
could name, at least one senator or congress....
przon fr:m their horny state.

Slightly over half the 1 -year-olds in 1976 felt
they could have an, i tends on their local or
national governmen . The percentage feeling :
they could inners's, then; local government de-.
dined from 196940 1975 while the percentage.
feeling they ,Gould influence the -national
government increased.
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The. American political prdtess involves select-
i ng governmental officials and influencing govern-
mental activities. Many educators feel that good citi-
zenship involves not only a willingness to participate,
but also an understanding of effective ways to partici-
pate in the political process.

Three major aspects of the political process
were examined. These were: attitudes toward partici-
pation in the politioal process, understanding of the
electoral mocess and recognition of governmental of-
ficials.

. Figures 8 and 9 display results for items relating
to the political process. Again, results for 9-year-olds
are discussed with results for specific items. Means
show an overall drop in results for both 13- and
17-year-,olds. This decline is not confined to any one
aspect of the political process: rather, it is generally
distributed over different types of items.

There are too few items to support a statement
about 13-year-olds' willingness to participate in the
ppljtical process. Percentages of 17-year-olds report-
ing that they actually, participated in ,the political
process declined, while other indicators of 17-year-
old interests in political participation shOwed mixed
results.

As seen in FiRre 8, 13-year-old performance
declined on 4 of the 10 items concerning the electriral
process. Since no items showed a significant increase,
it appears that a decrease in knowledge occurred.
Thirteen-year-olds 'showed little or no change in
knowledge on many items about voting behavior and
about reasons for various features of the electoral
system. The largest decline. occurred two questions
concerning the election of senators.

Seven teen-year-olds' results (Figure 9) went
down on five of eight items on the electoral process,
indicating an overall decline In perf&mance. The

r. greatest decline for 17-yearolds Occurred op two
items concerning facts about the electoral process
one on the method of selecting senators and another
on the nomination of presidential candidates.

Recognition of governmental-Officials did not
improve tor 13-year-olds and showed somewhat of a
decline for 17-year-olds. While nearly all teenagers
could name the Rresident of. the United States, about
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one-fifth of the 13-year-olds in either assessment year
successfully identified at least one of their congres-
sional representatives; and slightly less than half the
17-year-olds in 1976 named either their congresiper-
son or one of the senators. Seventeen-year-olds'
results on this task dropped 9 percentage points from
1969:- Around three-fifths- of the 13-year-olds in both
assessment' years could name the governor of their
state. Approximately 70% of the 17-year-olds identi:
fied their state's governor in 1976, a decline of 13
percentage points from 1969.

Willingness to Participate in the Political
Process: Item Results

Several methods were used sto assess willingness
to participate in the political process. Students were
asked a bout their actual participation in various
political activities, about their knowledge of strategies
for political participation an about their attitudes re-
garding various hypothetical situations. The'majority
of these questions were administered only to 17-
year -olds.

Sev1/4.nteen-yearolds were asked if they had
actually participated in three typeS of political activi-
ties: signing a petition, writinca letter to a govern-
mental official and helping in a public election
campaign.. Reported participation in all three of these
activities declined 7 to 9 percentage' poin'ts from 1969.
to 1976. Of, these three activities, 17-year-olds were
most likely to have signed a petititon . 57% had
done so in 1976. Fifteen percent in 1976 had written
a letter to a governmental official. Few had paici-
pated in a public election campaign; this percentage
declined from 18% in. 1969 to 9% in 1976.

. .

4 .Exhibit 9 reveals that less than half the
year -olds in either1197(1 or 1976 felt that they I

influence decisions of local government. Thepercent-
age of 17-year-olds feeling they could have such influ-
ence dropped considerably. Those 13- and 17-year-
olds who felt they eould exert an influence were less
able in 1976 than in the firit assessment to give
methods one could use to influence a local govern-
ment. Acceptable ways to influence local government
decisions included circulating petitions or pamphlets,
Using the mass media, demonstrating or picketing,
writing one's representatives, campaigning for the
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B.

EXHIBIT 9. Percentages of Response to Item "Can You Influence
Local GovernmentOecisions?" Ages 13 and 17

Do you think you can have-any influence on decisions of
local, government?

13-Year-Olds 17-Year-Olds
1970 1976 1969 1976

411111 Yes 42% 44% 73% 56%*
Q No

(If Yes o A) How?

C. (If No to A) Why Not?

Percentage Answering Yes and Giving an
Acceptable Answerto Part B.

13-Year-Olds '17-Year-Olds
1970 1976 1969 1976

36% 26%* 69% 47 %'$

.Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between the fi-st and
second assessments.

Change is -21.1.

o iciay" of one's choice and joining a committee or
Pol al party.'

On a similar question, but concerning the na-
tional level, results were quite different. The percent-
age of 17-year-olds feeling that they could have an In-
fluence at the national level increased from 39% to
52% between .1969 and 1976; the percentage then
able to give acceptable methods of influencing the
government increased from 34% to 43%.

It is interesting to note that in 1969 close to
three-fourths of the 17-year-olds felt that they could
influence their local government, while only two -.
fifths thought they could influence their national
government. By 1976epercentages on these questions

tecame more similar, with slightly,over half feeling
y could influence either level of government.

-
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Thirteen- and 17-year-olds were asked if they
felt teenagers should help, decide upon course offer-
ings in their school system. Most felt that teens
should participate. In 1976, 84% of the 13-year-olds'
and 91% of the 17-year-olds responded affirmatively,.
This repretented no change, from 1972 for 13-year-
olds and a slight decline for 17=year-olds. Itians asking
what students would do, about an unfaii class rule or
an unfair law showed no signifiCant changet.in per-
formance from the first to the second assessment;
approximately 88% of the 17-year-oldi responded ac-

,
cePtably.

Nine-year-olds were asked a series of questions
concerning their Willingness to participate in 'class-
roCnn decisions for example, where to go on a field
trip what games to play at recess, Inifibt topic to
choo for a report. Seventy to 85% of the children
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expresSed a willingness to participate in such de-
cisions in 1976; this represented no significant change
in their attitudes since the 1972 assessment.

Understanding the Electoral Process:
Item Results

Understanding the electoral process includes
knowledge of specific facts about the electoral sys-
tem, understanding the reasons for various features of
the system and awareness of things one should con-

- sider when voting.

The item shown in Exhibit 10 asked 13- and
i 7- year -olds to differentiate between elected and ap-
pointed officials.

-In 1976, about two- thirds of the 13-year -olds
realized that a U.S. senator of all the choicei given

is the only elected official. Although results_for
17-year-olds were considerably better than those for
13-year-olds, performance of both age groups showed
close to a 10 percentage-point decline from 1972 to

''1976- The increase in the number of 17-year-old "I
don't: know" responses in the second assessment is
noteworthy.

Sligfitly over 90% of the 13-year-olds in both
1.970 and 1976 knew that the President is chosen by
the people. Nine-year-old performance on this item

dropped; 84% in 1970 and 72% in 1976 gave an ac-
ceptable answer.

There was considerable uncertainty about WV,
presidential candidates are selected. Under 20% of the
13-year-olds in either assessment year answered a
question on this topic correctly. Seventeen-yearold
performance showed a sharp decline; half of the
17-year-olds answered correctly in 1972, compared to
36% in 1976 .a 14 percentage-point drop.

Exhibit 11 displays an item concerning reasons
for using the multiparty system.

Most 17-year-olds answered -this question air-1i
rectly; 13-year-olds were slightly less successful.
Seventeen-year-old performance did decline slightly
between assessments.

The two older age-groups were asked, "What--
might happen if people could not vote in-secret?" AI-

..though perforMance declined froT the first to the
.second assessment for both age groups. overall
percentages of success were fairfy high. In the first all'
sessment, 85% of the 13-year-olds and 95% of the
17-year-olds answered-acceptably, while in 1976, 8296
at age 13 and 88% at age 17 did so. Seventeen-year-
olds had considerably more ,.difficulty in identifying*
the problems that might occur if we had only one.
political party. Forty-eight percent in 1960 and 42%
in1976 answered correctly.

EXHIBIT 10. Percentages of Response to Item "Which Official Is Elected to
Office?" Ages 13 and 17

Iii the United States which one of the following is elected to office?
13- ?Bar -Olds

.*1972 1976
17-Year-Olds

1972 1978

IA United States Senator 74% 64 %' 90% 81%'
C) The United States Secretary of

State 11 1e*, 4
C) A United States Supreme Court

Justice 6 6 4 4.
C) The United States Ambassador to

treat Britain 1 2
C) I don't know. 8 14* 2 10

+ indicates rounded percent lass than one.
'Indicates significant difference at the .05 level between the first and second assessment&

36.
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EXHIBIT 11. Percentages of Response to Item 'Why It Is Good To Have at Least
Two Candidates for an Office," Ages 13 and 17

Why is it good that we usually have at least two candidates for each office in an election?

C) So elections can be honest
. 41111) So people can have a choice

CD So more people can hold office
CD So we can reduce the costs of

elections '
C) .f don't knoW,

13-Year-Olds
1970' 1976

8% 9%

\ 83 80

\;, S.

4 \ 3
2 \ 2t

17-YearOlds
1969 1976

1% 1%*
94 F. 92"
4---- 4

1*
1 2*

Indkates rouedetipercent less than one.
'Indicateseignihcant difference at the .05 level between thelirst and second assessments.
t Figures:do not total 100% due to rounding. \

....-
Several questions concerned things one should

think abciut when voting. Percentages- Of success
across assessment Years did not change appreciably
for many! of these questions: .In 1976, 51% of the
13 -olds and 71% of the17-year-olds stated that
qualificatiOns other than *friendship should be major
eonsideratiOns when voting. Percentages for 1972 per-
formance did not differ significantly from 'these.
Thirteen-year\olds' knoWledge of sources of informa-
tion about the candidatetand their positions declined.
Om' 42% to .35%while that of 17-year-olds was
around 60% for both assessment years. Eighty-two
percent of, the 17 -year -olds in 1976 .formulated twc
reastonableqelitioni-to-islta:candidate for office
an increase of 6 peroentagapointifroM 1972. Ap-
preicimitelY seven-tenths of the 13- year -olds in both

I assessment wars asked tWo reasonable .questions.
Finally,. about,070% of 13-yeer-olds could think of
two things they should consider about a specif IC issue
befo?. voting.

Recognizing Governmental 'Officials:.
Item Results

All items concerning recognition of govern-
mental officials. covered a six- or seven-year change
period, from 1989 or 1970 to 1978. Seventeen -year
olds' ability to name governmental officials generaltyr

declined, whil- ,results for 13-year-olds were mixed.
Nearly 811 137 and 17- year -olds in both assessment
years could name the President of the United States.
In the first assessment, 94% of the 13-year-oldi and
99% of the 17-year-olds identified Richard Nixon; in
1976, 96% of the 13 -yeah -olds and 98% of the 17-
year -olds named Gerald Ford. N ine-year-olds,how-
ever, showed% drop in performance. Ninety-one per-
cent named Nixon, but only 80% named Ford. When
asked to identify a picture of the President, however;
over 90% of the 9year-olds in both assessment years
chose the correct picture. \

There was a considerable dicta in ability to
identify the.political party of the Pr idebt-in 1970,
4696 atlage 13 and 84% at pge 17 gees the correct
polityial party, while in 1976 these percentages
dropped to 32% Set 71%, respectively, 0 13 Per-'
wogs-point drop at each age. It should, be noted,
that President Ford had not run for the tdency
prior to the 1978 assessment; this might in part
account- for. the declines.

Thirteen- and 17-year-old were asked to identi-
fy a number of other governmental officials. Perfotin-
ance either dropped or stayed the same on all these
questions except for the secretary of state. Retogni-\ .
lion of Henry .Kleinger- in 1976 showed a dramatic \,
ina:ease over recognition of William P, Rogers in the \
first assessment.
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Students at ages 13 err 17 were asked to 'name
at least one congressional representative fronf their
state. It was felt that this was the minimum knowl-
edge needed to -make contact with one's representa-
tive at the federal level. Very few 9-year-olds could
name either their congressperson or one of their
tors; approximately one -fifth of them did so in both
1970 and 1976. Seventeen-year-olds' ability to name
at least one representative dropped from 57% in 1969
to 48% in 1976.

4
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Ability to identify the governor of their state
remained the same from the first to the second assess-
ment for 13-year-olds, but declined for 17-year-olds.
Approximately 60% of the 13-yeai-olds in both as-

sessments named the governor of their- state, while
82% of the 17,year-olds in 1969 and 70%* in 1976
identified heir governor correctly.
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Highlights of the Results.'

CHAPTER5 Overall performance on items about inter-
national affairs declined for both 13- and 17-

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

0
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Technological improvements in communication
and, transportation have brought the nations of the

. world closer together. In economics, military arma-
ments or boundary disputes, the activities of one
nation can greatly affect the affairs of many. To ap-
preciate the role that international politics can play in
Our lives, students shou inters in other
nations and cultures, should. of some of the
problems faced by other countries, end should under-
stand some, of the. ways nations can work together to
achieve peace. 111

Since thy. focus otirthe assessment Was upon
knowledge and attitudes about the United. States'
political structure, there were relatively few questions

cerning international affairs. Questions dealt with
' fht e major topics:. interest in other countries, aware-
ness\of strategiei _for keeping peaCe between nations
'and Itnowledge about international organizations. In
light of the small number of questionsand the diversi-
ty Of tOpics addressed, average results were not corn-
puted for, the cluster of items in this chapter.

Figures 10 and 11 1 display results for items
about international .affairs for 13 and 17-year-olds,
respectively. 'At least three-fit& of the 13-year-olds
answered most questions correctly. They Showed a
substantial improvement in knoWledge of -ways to
avoid fgture wars. However, out of a total of 10
Ouestions, a significant improvement occurred on

. only 1 item, while a'significant decline n perform-
ance occurred on 5.

Seventeen-year-olds also improved in their
ability to state ways Cif avoiding war in the future.
Their -overall performance on items concerning
fOreign affairs dropped somewhat five of the seven
items showed a .significant 'decline, and only one
showed a significent improveinent.

Nine-year-olds tended to do slightly less well on
these items in 4976 than in the first assessment year.
While their interest in learning about other lands
remained high, their interest in world political events

.and 'their understanding of the concept of world
peace dropped so

40

International Affairs:
Item Results

. Just over 80% of the 9-year-olds and 76% of the
13-year-olds in 1976 irslicated an interest in other
lands and could girl a reason for their interest. While
there .was no change in 9-year-olds' performance from
1972, 13-year-olds' results dropped 9 percentage
Points. On a sjmilar item asking about interest in poli-
tical events i other Countries, results for both,9.- and
13- year -olds went down between 1972' and .1976. In
1976; 72% of the 'lipids and 75% of the 13-
year-olds expressed such an interestarrd gait a reason
for it a drop of 5 percentage paints for 9-year-olds
and 7 .points for 13-year-olds. .

Thirteen- and"17-year-olds 'Were asked 'why we
are more interested. now than in earlier times about
events in other countries. While 13-year-oldi' per-
formance did not change 'between the &stand.
second assessments apprOximately,wO-fifths in
either year, being able to give at least t4ree'teasons
17-year-olds' percentages declined from 87% to 56%.

. .4

TWo-items, one given only to 9-year!olds and
one administered at both ages 9 and 13, asked
children what qUestions they would ask a pen pal or a
person who hac(visited foreign linds. Although the
questions were intended to reveal interest in foreign
lands, children proved much more interested in .tle-
tails about the pen, pars personal .life lor in-general
questions about a trip. Thus, percentages of success
on these queitions were quite low.

Exhibit 12 displays an item abOut the problenie -
faced by emerging nations. the-1.,7- ear-old Students

an in the 'second7proved less successful on.this qu
assessment.

The majority .O4, acceptable` responses men-
tioned either the language and cultural differencesbe-
twed9 African tribes "because the tribes all have -

their town leaders, beliefs' and languages" or the
lack of an established, stable government "many
times governments are made up of different factions
fighting one another:" .
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EXHIBIT 12. Percentages of Response to Item
"African Nations' Difficulty in Achieving

'Aft." Aga 17

Give ONE reason-why it hal been difficult for
new African nations to achieve national unity.

Percentages of Accepple Responses

1972
17-year-olds 49%

*Indicates significant difference at ihe..05 level
&twee the first and second assessAtints.

1976
42%*

Several items examined students"concepts of
world, harmony ,and. their knowledge of Ways to avoid
or settle International ...disputes. Results on these
items, administered in 1969 or 1970 and then in
1976, may well reflect the impact ofthe Viet Nam

. War on the national consciousness.

Both 13- and 17-year-olds showed a substantial
improvement in their ability to state two or more
ways to avoid future wars. Thirteen-year-olds' results

IC

r 1

went up 20* percentage points Tr from 63% in 1970
to 84% in 1976 while 17-yearolds' performance
improved 8* points, from 79% in 1969 to 8696' in
1976.

. .

There was no difference between 1970 and
1976 in 9- and 13-year-olds' abilities to suggest how

'to settle a hypothetical dispute between nations
peaceably. Slightly over three-fifths of the 9-year-olds
and close to :four-ifths of the 13-year-olds Owe

--fassimable suggettioncin each asiesrent year.
. .

. Nine-yew-olds were asked what "world pike"
meant. In. 1970, 48% gave a satisfactory explanation;
but by 1976, only 34% did so a-drop of 14 percent,
age points. Most acceptabl ,esponses stated that it .

meant no wars or no fighting for example, "no
fighting end doing' bad stuff around the world."
About 4% thought that-world peace referred to peace
and .quiet. Children. were also asked, we 'have
peace eve ere in,the wotid now? " n 1976, 80%
said "no" decline of 12 per. points front..
1970.- Their a ility to cite apse lc examples of war
changed dram_ alidialiF 1970 and 1976. In
1970, 62% of them gave an e mple of !war. such
es,, "fighting in Asia" while in 1976, only 19t-, did
so: In 1976,. 9-year-olds were more likely to make°

general statements that war still existed, to give ex-_
amples of violence or riots within the United States
or to say"that there are not many wars any more.

. , Another series of question's concerned knoWl.,
edge about international organizations; one dealing

.

with the United Nations is showri in Exhibit 13.'
f

EXHIBIT 13. Percentages of Response to.,Item "Nainebf International
Organization for World Peace.;' Agli 13 and 17

) . . .., .

What is 'the name of ita international organization established after: tge second World War for the
*maintenance of *odd Peace?

13-Year-Olds
1972 1976

17-Year-Olds
1972 1976

. The United Nation! 67% .60%* 71% 68%t
C) The League of Nfrons 8 '13 16
C.), The Commonwealth of Nations 2 2
Co The International Labor

Organization /.;. 6 3 3
C) I don't know. it 25' 11 11

*indicates significant difference at the .05 level between the first and second assessments.
tFigures do not total 100% due to rounding error. r-
tamp is -3 .47.
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Performance dropped for 13-yearolds over the
four-year period but did not change significantly for
177year-olds. A sizeable percentage of 17-year-olds,
16%, confused the United Nations with the League of
Nations. Also noteworthy 'is the large proportion of
13-year-olds, 25% in 1978'., who responded "I don't
know" to this question.

When asked about the purpose of the United
Nations, 62% of the 13-year-olds and 83% of the
17-year-olds in the second assessment correctly select-
ed the answer "to help nations settle their difference's
peacefully." Seventeen-year-olds' performance de-
clined 4 percentage points since 1972, while that of
13-year-olds fell 12 points. On another multiple-
choice question about the goal of the United Nations;

.

which had shorter alternative answers with less in-
volved phrasing, approximately 42% of the 9-year-
olds, 75% of the 13-year-olds and .87% of the 1.7-
year - olds - answered correctly in 1976. On this item,
perfOrmance for 9- and 13-year-olds did not change
from 1972` to 1976, while that of 17-year-olds de-
clined 6 percentage points.

Knowledge about the purpose of the European
Common Market declined between 1972-and 1976
for both 13 and 17-year-olds; however, 17-year-olds
exhibited a higher percentage of success in both years
than did 13-year-olds. Thirteen-year-olds' results de:
clined from 22% to 18%; 17-year-olds' performance
dropped from 46% to 37%.

5.1
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Highlights of the Results

CHAPTER 6 In most cases, results for males and females did
not differ greatly. At age 9, males outper-

GROUP RESULTS formed females on bit citizenship items. At age
13, Maras did better, than 'females on the
citizenship items in 1970; brat the 1976 Par:.
formance on, them items was reverted, with
females Showing higher PethrtMance than
maim Seventeen-year-old Males did better;th4
females the first assessments of bothiltizen-
ship and Social studies, 1;ut'pesfermantre.of*ie
twri'arOups win virtually identical in the second
assessment.

Black 9-yearoldesflowediiteridencOotcl
.

less rapidly than did their whitepotantgrpOrts.
Achievement of black and White; te*Magere:44.:
dined at about the same. rate. with bile:h.-Or-
formulae.. averaging about 15,peretritageriointa
below. hat

The. Northeainerh and Central ';r0l0011t typically
performed above, -the natitmieViiiel;'":1116010
performance was 'about the same as Met
nation, and-results for the Southeast were
low the nation. At 'age 13:the West showed a
tendency to decline relative to the nation.How -
ever, at age 17, Western performance iMprowid;?..
relative to the- nation, on the social- studies.
items.

-.
Performance' of community-site grotips was

.fairly consistent, with fringes .arbund-bigilltiea
performing above the .naticirt and laiirOlties*.
low it; medium cities and smaller plicesi were
near the national level.

Affluent-alibaFt fhigh
ties achieved consistently titirt national-
level; disAdviertage*urbiin,00wHiniiitr9olitah).
communities_ performed Consistently below the
nation..

45

The extreMe-rural community group showed a
tendency to improve relativetn-the nration.,This

'relative iimproveMent was mostrnarked for 13:.
and 17-year,olds on the citizenship items.

. .

. .

Achievement was related,to the eduCation level
of one's _parents. Thote,whise parents had
higher kniels. of education-. showed higher per-
formance levels;-While those whoscoarentead
less education performed.lass well.
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In addition to national results, National Assess-
ment provides data on the performance of various
groups6f people. defined by their sex, their race,
region of the country they live in, size and type of
their community and level of their parents' educ
tion. Definitions of the categoriest.ilia- or e oup.
appeqr in Appendix A,

Group performance can be examined in three
ways. First, we can determine whether the .achieve-
Merit of each group -L males, females, blacks, whitps
and so forth went up or down over time. Second,
we can consider the performance of 'each group
relative to the nation. Third, we can compare the
change in a gro-up's performance over time to the
change in the national performance level. The.graphs
in Figures 12 through 16 display thesg data. In each
figure, the graphs on the left show results for all
citizenship items (Six- or.seven-year change period)
included in this report; and the graphs 'On the right
present data for all social studies items' (four-year'
change period) discussed here. On each graph, natioq-.

al performance is indicated by a solid line and group
results by dashed lines; the difference between group
and national performance is the difference between
thes'e lines. The average level of performance in the,
first assessment year appears at the left end of each
line, and the average level in the second assessment at
the .right end. Since each line plots a mean change in
achievement over time a: difference in the slopes of
the national- and group-Performance lines will indi-
cate a champ in a 'gioup's standing, relative to..thte
natitn. In reviewing these graphs, it should .be
remembered that each graph. show's results for a
different group Of items; thus, average performance
levels on different graphs should not be compared..

o
I

; .

Sex

Figure 12 displays, performance of males and
females at ages 9, 13 and 17 and their. positions
relative to the nation: At age 9, male and female
achievement declined about equally between .1970

FIGURE. 12. Average PerfarmanCe,on the First and Second Assessments oriCitizensbip
and Sficipl Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Wales and Females, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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, FIGURE 12 (cont.). Average. Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship' and Social Studiei Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for -

IVIales.and Females, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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and 1976 on the citizertship items, with males
performing above the national average in both years
and females performing below. Neither male nor
female-performance differed significantly from the
nation on the social studies items (assessed in 1972
and 1976).

Like the 9-yearlds, male and female 13-year-
olds did hot differ significantly from the nation on
the .social,studies items in either assessment year.
However, on the citizenship items, males, who were
above the nation el level in the 1970 assessment,
dropped .below if irith-e---1-9-76---asse-s-t-rfient, while

females' performahce changed from a position lower
than the nation in the 1970 assessment to one above
it in the 1976 assessment. ThiSreversal in 13-year-old
male and female performance males declining and
females improving relative to the nation occurred
mainly on citizenship items about the structure and
function of government, constitutional rights and
respect for others.

Performance of male and female 17-year-olds
was virtublly identical in 1976. On both the _citizen-

ship and social studies items, males were significantly
above and feniles significantly below the nation in
the first assessment; but neither group varied signifi-
cantly from the national level in the second.

Female 17-year-olds improved their position
relative to the .nation on items measuring respect for
others and valuing. constitutional rights, while males
dropped in relative standing on these items. Male
17- a r-olds showed higher performance than females

-in 1)(, .1, assessment years on items about the structure
and function of government.

Race

Nine-year-old blacks tended to improve, relative
to the nation, on citizenship items (Figure 13).
Although they did not improve significantly on social
studies items, their decline in performance was not
statistical'', significant, while the white drop was so.
Although these results do not provide conclusive

FIGURE:13. Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Blacks and Whites, Ages 9, 13 and
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FIGURE 13 (cont.). Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Stucjies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Blacks and Whites, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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evidence of a smaller decline in achievement for black
than White 9year-olds, the difference in performance
appears to be smaller; this is a trend that bears
watching.

As seen ih Figure la, performance of black and
white teenagers declined about equally between the
first and. second assessment, with black performance"
generally averaging about 15 percentage points below
that of whites. The only exception to this pattern'
occurred at the 13-year-old level on the social studies
items. In this case similar to 9-year-old results on
social studies items black performance did not
decline signif icantly, while that of whites did, although
the change in blacks' standing, relative to the nation,
was not significant.

Region of the Country

Typically, the Northeastern and Central regions
performed above the nation; Western performance
was about at the national level, and results for the

Southeast were below the nation. Inmost cases, the
various regions showed a decline in performance
similar to that of the nation. Figure 14 displays
regional performance and changes _relative to the
nation for all three age levels.

For 9-year-olds, all regions declined at about
the same rate as the nation. Changes in relative
position were riot significant.

Thirteen - year -olds in the Central region showed
a significant improvement, relative to the nation, on
the citizenship items, while those in the West dis-
played 'a tendency to decline on these items. The
same trends appeared on the social studies items for
13-year-olds, although they were not as marked. A

-difference in 13-year-olds' typical pattern of perform-
ance occurred on social studies items dealing .with
constitutional rights. On these items, the Northeast
declined significantly, relative to the nation, while the
Southeast showed a significant improvement.

Performance of .17-year-olds in -the.West on the
social studies items differed froin the pattern seen for

FIGURE 14. Average Performance on the First and Secoild Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Region, Ages 9,'13 and 17 ,
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FIGURE 14 (cont.). Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Region, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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%*%13-year-olds. On these items, Western performance
improved considerably, relative to the nati?n, per-
formance for this region remaining at the sanr ability
level while all other regions declined. Their,improve-
ment with regard to the nation was most evident on
items measuring respect for others and knowledge of
the structure and function of government.

Size and Type of Community

National Assessment describes results for com-
munities of various sizes and for selected socioeco-
nomic groups within the different sized communities.
The four community sizes are: (1) big city, (2) fringes
around big cities, (3) medium city and (4) smaller
places. Three community types are identified: (1)
affluent urban (high metropolitan), (2) disadvantaged
urban (low metropolitan) and (3) extreme rural.
Definitions of each group are found in Appendix A.

ift

In
displays

Figure 15, the first graph for each age level
results for the-different community sizes,

and the second graph shows data for type of
community as defined by socioeconomic and om-
munity-size criteria.

The performance of community-size groups did
not differ greatly from the national 'performance
level. Time fringes-around-big-cities group usually per-
formed above the nation and the big cities below,
while medium cities and smaller places were close to
the national average. In general, changes in perform-
ance relative to the nation either were not significant
or followed no clear pattern.

,.
Differences in perfortnance were greater for the.

community-type groups. The -affluent-urban com-
munities performed significantly above the national
level and the disadvantaged-urban communities sig-
ni cantly below, in all cases. In most cases; both
th se groups shovted declines similar to that of the
nation. However, at age 9, the disadVantaged-urban
group snowed a smaller dedine than thenation on
the citizenship items. The affluent-urban students at
age 13 improved, relative to the nation, on the

FIGURE 15. Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Size and Type of Community, Ages 9,,13 and 17
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FIGURE 15 (coilt.1. Avert performanCe on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies hem Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Size and Type of Coriunurvity, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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FIGURE 15 (cont.). Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudis for

Size and Type of Community; Ages 9, 13 and 17
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FIGURE 15 (cont.). Average Performance on the First and Second *Assessments on Citizenship
and,Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowled9e and Attitudes for

Size and Type of Community, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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citi4enship aitems, remaining at the same level of,.:..achievement while the national percentage of success
dropped.

The extrelnerural group tended to improve,
relative to the nation. On the citizenship items,
extreme-rural teenagers performed significantly better
in the second assessment This relative improvement
was particularly evident for both ages on, items
concerned with the political process and rights for
others, for 13-year-olds on items about constitutional

rights and for 17-year-olds on items about the
structure and function of government. Teenagers
living in extreme -viral communities also showed a
tendency to improve, relative. to the nation, on the
social studies items, although the change in relative
position was not significant. Nine-year-olds living in
extreme-rural communities tended to improve on .the
citizenship items.

-
Parental Education-

The education level of one's parents is related
to achievement. The graphs in Figure 16 show that
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higher levels of parental education are associated with
higher performance, and lower levelsof parental edu-
cation are associated with lower performance for' all
ages assessed. Those with at least one parent having
some postsecondary education performed significant-
ly above the nation, while those with neither parent
having completed, high ,,rformed consistently
below it. At -ages 9 illt Ise with at least one
parent who had graduo om high school were
close to. or slightly below the national level of per-
formance, while at age 17 this group was consistently
significantly belowthe nation .

In most instances, the different parental-
education groups 'declined at the same rate as the
nation. Exceptions' did, not follow any clear-cut pat-
tern. Thirteen-year-olds with a parent who had gradu-
ated frOm high school improved relative to the nation
on citizenship items. Seventeen-year-olds with a
parent haling postseiondary education improved in
comparison with the nation on citizenship items;
those with at least one parent who was a high school
graduate declined relative to. the nation on the social

. studies items.
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FIGURE 16. Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Parental Education, Ages 9,13 and 17
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FIGURE 16 (cont.). Average Performance on the First and Second Assessments on Citizenship
and Social Studies Items Measuring Political Knowledge and Attitudes for

Parental Education, Ages 9, 13 and 17
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CHAPTER 7

OBSERVATIONS: CITIZENSHIP AND SOCIAL STUDIES RESULTS

Changes in educational performance especially
in areas ps complex as citizenship and social studies
should not- be !viewed in isolation, but -itibuld be
considered in light of broad cultural and educational
changes. _Changes in societal 'attitudes and expects-

.

non:, in the political climate, in the school curricu-
lum or in the role of institutions such as the church
and the family may all affect student achievement.

To facilitate interpretation and discussion of the
results, National Asseisrnent invited diree eduCators
with extensive experience in citizenship and social
studies to shareheir. oPinions about thelindings. R.
Freeman. 81ftts is chairman of the Advisory Commit.-
tee of the . National Tisk Force on Citizenship,
Education. He is serving .as Visiting Distinguished
PrOfessOr of Education at San Jose State University
for the 1976 -78 academic years. Anna Ochoa is

' president of the I.National Council for the Social
Studies for 1978. and is associate professor of
education at Indiana University, . Bloomington.
Celeste- WOodley presently serves as program develop-
ment specialist' for the Boulder AColorado) Valley
Schools. She is a pest chairman on the Publications
Board of the National Council for the Social Studies,

- has been on the faculty of the Colorado University
Schobl of Education (Boulder)' and has taught social
studies in the public schools at the secondary level..

.

These, educators visited with the National Assess-
Mont, staff bad offered the following obsenrationt
about the citizenship and social studies results. It
should be noted that( their '.comments are. their
observatiOnsis individuals. and do not represent the

.positions of any organizations with which they are
affiliated.

. General Conionents About the Results

The' results are, to them Consultants, 'Ahab%
pointing& but . not turpritkog." The assessments

spanned a turbulent era in American political
history including the Viet Nam War; campus
riots and erosion of confidence in political-
institution'i and persons culminating in the. :

Watergate scandal and these events may have
influenced student political knowledge and atti-
tudes.

However, considering.-all thattr respired from
1969 to '1976, it is encouraging that students'
valuing of constitutional rights and their respect
for otheri did -not decline substantially. The
basic beliefi that underlie our constitutional
system still a ar to be valued 'by, most
students.

The most encouraging news is in the area of
respect for others. Most young people appear to
respect the rights of people of other races, to
understand the need for lain -and to recognize
some problems faced by different groups Of.
PenPle.

The decline in- knowledge about the structure
and function of government and the essential
concepts underlying democracy is most digap
pointing and shotad be the Pine for a hard
reassessment of- the social studies 'murk:Owl!.
Results may reflect changes in curricularempha-
sis. Also, some of the' facti-assessed by the tests
do not really constitute "essential " knoWledge.
It is more important to 'understand the basic
-concept Of democracy, /or example, than to
remember that the .U.S. Senate Is AN) body that
approves presidential appointments.

Students' clealfiling political participation may,
reflect the attitudes of the adult society.. The
1970s have seen an increasing, preoccupation
with personal goals, a general ditillusiOnMent
with the political process and, a trend toward

v



conservatism. It is not surprising that youths
havebeen influenced by these tendencies.

Students have improved in their understanding
of ways to avoid future wars and to peacefully
settle disputes between nations. This situation,
probably a direct result of the national concern
with the Viet Nam War, may be an encouraging
indication that students are becoming more
aware of global interdependence.

Possible Factors in the
Decline in Achievement

During the 1970s, declines have occurred in

funding for the social studies, in consultant
support at the state and local levels and in the
ektent to which students take courses dealing
'with political knowledge. Dr."Ochoa observed:
that mar" social studies consultants and coor-
dinators are being eliminated or asked to turn
to more general -consulting tasks and. that
raquired course offerings have decreased. She
cited a study by John Patrick of I ndierta Uni-
versity indicating that only 26 states currently
reqpire students to take a unit in state gov-
ern men '

In a similar vein, Dr. Butts noted that research
by Richard Gross ol Stanford University shows
that "although American history remains the
dominant social studies-course in the schools,
many pupils do not get U.S. history either ih
grades seven or eight or in the senior high
school." 2 Students today are offered so, many
electives in the social studies geography, world
history, psychology, sociology, economics,

' civics, to name a few s that it is difficult for
students to share a common base of political
knowledge. ,

The curriculum in.the social studies has under-
gone changes in emphasis since 1969. In the

1John Patrick, "Teaching About State Government and
Politics" (Given at the Wingspread Conference on Teaching
About State Government, March 1977).

2Richard E. Gross, "The Status of the Social Studies in the
Public Schools of the United States: Facts and Impressions of,

National Survey," Social Education (March 1977), p. 196.

1960s, social studies curricula tended to focus
upon the separate disciplines. In the 1970s,
there has been more stress on the intellectual
process understanding how to construct Ky.
`potheses, how to evaluate evidence, how to
differentiate between facts and opinions and so'
forth. This aspect of the social studies has for
the most part not been evaluated by current
testing efforts. 1.

Students seemed to improve- on facts and con-
cepts that were reinforced by events reported In
the media and to dot less Well on those that were
not externally reinforced. For fxarnple, knowl-
edge about the U.S. Department of State im-
proied during a period when Henry Kissinger
was covered extensively by the media. However,
knowledge about the Senate's role in approving
treaties mar well have declined because few
controversial treaties were in the news.

Textbooks in the area of civics and government
are often uninspiring. A review of several studies
of textbooks presented in 1971 by the American
Political Science Association Committee'on Pre-
Collegiate Education found that texts tended to
emphasize "dreary descriptions" of such things
as the powers and duties of 'governmental
departments and officials and the step-by-step
process by which a bill becomes law. Texts often
presented an idealiied view of the working of
American democracy. The. realities of the Ameri-
can political system were largely untreated,
although students are certainly aware, through
the media, that the system does not always work
in an ideal fashion.3

Teacher training in the social studies is far from
uniform across the nation and 'tends to neglect a
basic study bf the political and moral founda-
tions of civic education. For instance, National
Education Association data on social studies
certification show that it would 'be possible to
become a secondary social studies teacher with
little or no training in government. Typically;

3Report of the American Political. Science -Associalon
Committee on Pre-Collegiate Education, "Political Education
in the Public Sctlools: The Challenges for Political Science,"
Itlewsleiterortbe American Political Science Association Vol.
IV, No: 3 (Summer 1971), psi. 7,14.



social studies teachers major in one of the social
,science disciplines and then take courses in
education methods. Too often, they are not
sufficiently prepared and do not have'an oppor-

-tunity to develop their own philosophy or
competencies as citizens.

The pressure to return to the "basics" at the
elementary level has in many cases reduced the
time available for the social studies: Many

. elementary teachers lack interest or competence
in teaching the social studies, and the amount of
emphasis on social studies at the elementary
level is by no means consistent.4

The school's espouse concepts of democracy but
often are run as autocratic communities where
the stuJents have little or no voice in decisions
affecting them. The contrast between the "hid-
den . curriculum" of the schools implied

--Tit-ough teacher attitudes, administration atti-
tudes, methods of conducting school affairs
and the concepts taught in the social studies
curriculum may affect student attitudes.

Schools appear to do fairly well in areas concen-
trated upon by teachers. While a tight causal
relationship cannot be established, from 1971 to
1975, a time period roughly corresponding to
that covered by the citizenship and social studies
assessments the number of states having state-
wide projei...:.; in law-related approaches to cit-
izenship education increased from 6 to 26 and
the number of active projects jumped from 150
to 400,5 During that time the assessment re
sealed an improvement on many law-related

'3. items.

Implications ofthe Results

"Citizenship" is very difficult to define and to
teach..As citizens, we are all involved in "citizenship"

4
Gross, "Status of the Social Studies," p. 198. -

t
R. Freeman Butts, "Historicel_Perspective On Civic Educa-

tion in the United States," in &Ideation for Respons(ble
-CitieenshIP: 47pe Report of the National Task Force on
Clleirnsmfo Eclueition (New York: McGraw-Hill. Book Coon

4977);. quoting Law, Education and Participation,
"Education for Lim and Justice: Whose ResponsibilltV? A
CM lot National Action," Constitutional Rights Foundation,
Los Angeles, Calif., 1975, PP. 46-48.

and all have views on what citizenship education
should be. As Dr. Butts has observed, in the early
days of our country, citizenship education celebrated
the Values of national unity, love of cciuntry!and love
of liberty.6 Now, however, increasing attention to the .

differences among Americans and the recent abuses
of power by those professing democratic ideals have
left teachers uncertain 'about the values to be-taught;
and neither their general -education in college. nor
their professional education has helped them to arrive
at a reasoned moral or civic philosophy.

D-r. Wooaley nbted that the "bottom line" of
citizenship and social studies education must be that
we impart those knoWletigni-and-Ottitudes necessary 1

to preserve the underlyipg unity of our nation4and to
preserve oar -systeth of 'government. While we must

the pluralism inherent in the makeup of our
society, we need to strike a balance between unity
and pluralisM so that we do not become divided into
separate, isolated factiOns.

Education for citizenship does not take place
only in theschools. Young people learn values and
attitudes related to citizenship from their families,
their- peers, their communities and the media. If the
values of the society and tlicvalues taught by the
schools are in conflict, the schoolscannot be
expected to counteract single- handedly the values end
attitudes conveyed by the society at large, but they
should try.

There has as yet been no large public demand
for concentration on citizenship education. As- Dr.
Butts said, 'The schools alone can't do all things. The
schools ought to be doing better than they're doing,
but it will take public support and funds." Dr.
Ochoa added, "Preparing' youth for citizenship is

terribly 'basic,' but community pressure is generally
focused on improving the quality oreducation in
Mathematics and reading and often ignores attention
to citizenship education."

The -findingi published by National Assessment
shOuld be carefully -considered by, those concerned
with citizenship education. We have come through a
tumultuous period in our history. without a sizeable
decline in young peOple's 'Wiling of constitutional
rights or their respect fOr others: However, knowledge.

6
Butts, "Historical Perspective on Civic Education," p. 48:



about some specific aspects of our government has
declined. We must take steps to prevent any further
declines and, instead, to improve drastically the
range, depth and validity of political knowledge

among the youthful population of the nation. We
hope that these results can be used to strengthen
ongoing programs to better prepare our young people
for effective citizenship.

1.. r

4
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. APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF REPORTING GROUPS

The National Assessment of Educational
Progiess examines results for various groups of people
within the national population. These groups are de-
fined as follows.

Sex

GrOup Definitions

Results are presented for males and females. '

A

Currently, results are presented for blacks and
whites..

Reekl

the country has been divided into four regions
Northeast; southeast, Central and West. States in-

' chided in each region are shown an the map follow-
ing

Size of Community

Big city. Students in this group attend schools
within the city limits of cities with a population over
200,000.

Fringes around big cities. Students in this group
attend schools within 'metropolitan areas served by
cities with a .populition greater than 200,000 but out-
side the city limits.

Medium city. Students in this group attend .

schdols in cities having a 'popufation betwegn 25,000
and .200,000 not classified in the fringes-around-big-
cities category.

Smaller places. Students in this group attend
- schools in communities having a population less than

25,000 not clas.sif ied in the fringes-iround-bigcities
category.

Type of Community

These communities are defined by an occupa- .

tional profile of the area served by a school as-vs/ell as
the size of the community-sin which the school is

lokated.

Advantaged-urban communities (high metro...
politan). Students in this group attend _schools in or
around cities witha population greater than 200,000
where A. high proportion of the resident, are in pro-
fessional or managerial positions.

Disadvantaged-urban communities (low metro-
politan). Students in this group attend schools in or
around cities with a populationireeter than 200,000

'where a high proportion of the residents are on wel-
fare or are not regularly employed.
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Extreme rural. Students in this group attend
schools in areas with a population under 10,,000
where most of the residents are farmers or farm work-
ers.

Level of Parental education

Three categories of parental education are
defined by National Assessment. These categories are:

1

".41:,1
4

C.

4

64

(1) those whose parents did not graduate from high'
school, (2) those who have at least one. parent who
graduated from high school and (3) those who have at
least one parent who has had some post high school
education.
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APPENDIX

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR ITEMS SHOWN ON
GRAPHS IN CHAPTERS 1-5 AND AGES AT WHICH EACH ITEM WAS ADMINISTERED

This list shows the NAEP item numbers ft,
each item listed on the graphs in Chapters 1-5. The
NAEP item number's can be used to items in
the Citizenship/Stir:del. Studies Released EXAMi$8
Booklet An 9:14" before a ,number means the item has

been released; a "U", indicates thet it has not been
.releesed. A "127" following a number means that the
item was part of -the citizenship assessment; a "327"
means the item Was part of the social studies alias-
ment. .

Exercise Description

Recognize Constitutional Rights

Exereise Number

CHAPTER 1. Constitutional Rights

Purpose of rights in Constitution U201002-127
Need, permission/move across state line R202001.127
Freedom while evidence collected R202002-127-A
Change of trial lOcafon R202002-127-0-
First 12 jurors need not bt accepted 13202002-127-C
Freedom of speech U202016-127
Right triprivacy stops unlawful search R227003-127
Limits/power of presidency ,

rights stated in Constitution
R306006-127
R406006-327

Freedom of religion in Constitution R406023-327

ValueConstitutional Rights

Times when assembly prohibited U202018-127-A
People/or whom assembly prohibited U202018-12741
Teens have right to expreis views R501009-327
Teens same legal rights as adults R501010-327
Right to petition U502008-327
Allowed-to criticize government 0502009-327
Publish.criticism of elected official R502010-327
Can publicly express belief no God R502011-327
Can hold office if not believe in God R502012-327
Freedomof press . U502013-427
Libraries have books against democracy R502017.327
Punishment without trial R503011-427
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Ages st Which
. Item Administered

13-17
9
13-17
13-17
13-17
9-13
13
9. 1347
1317
13

13
13
13-17
17
17

13-17
13-17
13-17
13-17
17

17

13-17



Exercise Description Exercise Numbers Ages at Which-
Item Administered

CHAPTER 2. Respect for Others

Accept other race/5 situations (1) U101002-127-A-E
Accept other race/5 situations (2) P i01003-127-A-E
Understand problems of poor R103001-327
Help grownups R104001-127
Educinion for all helps nation q. R105002-127
Understand need for law U201030-127
Children need rules
Adylts need rules
Times when assembly prohibited.
Peopie for whom assembly prohibited
Reason for school rules

,isht to !awes, views
Tsc-11 ?1,;110 diva! rigirs si adults
Allowed to criticize government
Can publicly express belief no God
Can hold office if not believe in God
Freedom of press
Libraries have books against democracy
Repclrt vandalism to police

R201031-127-A
R201031-127-8
U202018-127-A
U202018-127-8
R406097-327
R501009-327
R501010-327
U502009-327
R502011-327
R502012-327
U 13-327

17-327
0.15 -327

Concern hurt friend 505007-327
More thin one company publishes

newspapers R601030-127
Forget unpoptilar proposal. R604001-127-A
Hold public meeting on proposal R604001-127-8
Adopt proposal without disCussion R604001-127-C
Benefits of education . U604002-127

CHAPTER 3. Str cture and Function of Government

Structure of Government

Cabinet department spending . U300006-127
Term of senator U302001 .127
How President chbsan .U302002-127

'Members of executive braTh R302007-127-A.-C-D-F
.Members of, legislative branch 14302007;127-E4
Members of. judicial brartch R302007-127-8;11
Executive/Secretary of Defense U302008-127 ,
One man/one vote 8302011-127
'Leader of state/governor ° R302029-127

.

No. Senators v. representatives ,R302031-127
Name of Senate R302032-127
What is a democracy? R306904-127
'School, highway money from taxes , R306005-127
Tax that produces thOst money R306007-127

13-17
13-17
17
9
.13-17
13-17
9
9
13
13
9
13-17
17

*17
13-17
13-17
17

17
17

I 9

9-13-17
17
17

17
9-13

13-17
17

9-13
17

17

17
13
17
9
17
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Enrolee Deseription EOM,' Numbers Ages at Which
Item Administered

Tax structure U403005-327 13-17
How President nominated U408012-327 13-il -

Executive/Secretary of State U406020 -327 13-17
Executive branch/local level U408022-327 9
Supreme Court/majority for decision R408028-327 17

Function of Government
f.

Function of local governnient agenciei U104002-127-A-D :17

'Ptinction of local government agencies R104003 127-A-0
Function of lot* government agencjes U104004-127-A-D 13
Funation of local government agenCies R104009-1274* 17
Why President heads military 1001002-127 17
Function/Supreme Court ; U302010-127
Limits/power of presidency R3013008-127 9-13-17
Judge runs trial R408010-327 9
*mite approves appointrrienti R408015-327 .13-17

Senate approves treaties R408018-327 13.17-

Supreme Coast declares laws
unconstitutional R400019-327 13-17

Cabinet Department for foreign affairs R400021.327 13-17
Level ofgovernrroniliocal U4d0033-0 27-A 13-17
Level of government/state U40803.1)327-8 13-17
Level of governmeraistate .

. U400033-3274 13-17
Level of 9, vernment/federal U406033-327-0 13-17

CHAPTER 4. The Political Process

Wijliq to Participate in the Political Process

Unfair law . U208002-127 17
Unfair classroorn rule R208003-127
InflUenee local government decisions R401001.127 13-17.

1Influencenationalgovernmeot, decisions; U401002-127. 17
Helped public` election campaign. R404005-127 17
Signed. petition :.- U404008427 17
TionshelP decide courses R508013-327 13.17
Helpdecide recess games R508012-327 -A 9
Help decideOPOrt topic , R508017-327-8 9
Heipdecide field-trip .

R508017-327-C 9
Helii.der.da people to work with R50801'7-3270 9
Help det..4-.) need for tutoring R508017-327-5 9
Written lettoir to grdvernmerit official R604003-t27 17

Understand the Eiistimo Proem

Row to gather inforniatiOn before voting. U1011120-327-A ' 13-17
InforrnatiOn to obstair before voting U101020-3274 13-17
Hew President chosen . 0302002 -127 9-13

. .



Exercise Description Exercise Numbers Ages at Which
Item Adminrered

How one becomes a senator . R302009-127 13
Advantage of multiparty system -U305001.127 17
Advantages of more than one candidate R305032-127` 13-17
Why vote in secret F 13-17
Senator is elected to office

,13060037127
R406011-327 13-17

Host President nominated 11406012-327 . 13-17
Reasons for voting for candidate U506015 =327 13-17
Things to consider before voting L1504001-127 13

Recognize Government Officials

Name U.S. President R300001-127 9 .
Name U.S. President A300002.127-1 13-17
Name at least one senator or

representative
.

14. 300002-127-8-9-10 13-17
Select President's picture R300003-127 . 9
Name stategovernor R300004-127 13-17
Political party/President R300005-127 13-17

CHAPTER 5. International Affairs

Interest other countries/trip" R101008-327 9
Interest other countries/pen.pal R101010-327 9-13
Interest other lands U101022-327-A-8 9-13
Interest political events U101022.327-C-D 9-13
Purpose of Common Market R403011-327 13-17
African nations have trouble unifying R405020-327 17
Name of United Nations R405035-327 13-17
Goal of United Nations U406009-327 9-13-17
Prevent future wars U501002-127 -)13-17
Reasons/intetest other countries U501003-127 13-17
Settle international dispute U501004-127 9 -13.
What is world peace? R501005-127-A 9
Dowe hive world peace? R501805-127-C 9 .
Purpose of United Nations, R601006-127 13-17
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APPENDIX C-
.,

POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE AND POLITICAL ATTITUDES

In addition1O grouping items in the topics that
comprise the chapters of this report, National
Assessment also .summarized results for items that
measure-6. knowledge or political attitudes.
The; Iiielerity of the items Concerned with recognition

.,.of'cootiititutioiial rights, :the structure and funition of
govetninent, ;tie electoral Process-and recognitiOn of-

'Mental officials measured political knowledge.
nt.:

.
bout- COlitical attitudes were`' concerned.

Valuing constitutional rights, respect for others
and wiiiingitte to Participate in the political process.

scions abotit international affairs covered both
political knowledceand attitudes.

Political knciwiedge and . political attitudes
declined about equally for 13-year-Olds on both
citizenship and social studies --items. liowevek for
17year-olds, the decline in political kpoWledge was-
approxiMately twice the drop in political
for both citizenship and social studies items' The'
number of 9-year-old items was iniUfficient to
support reliable generalizations. Eihibit shows.
changes in performance for 13- and 17-year-oids, on
knowledge and attitudeitems.

EXHIBIT 14.; Average Performs nee in the Pint and Second Asesnownit on Citiranship and Social Studies
Measuring Political Attitudes and Political Knowledge, Ages 13 and 17

Citizenship

Attitudes

1970 1976 Change

Average.
65% 61%

:PIUMber of kilns
*Minded In
etxraoe 14

Average
performence 67% 63% 4' 7396 66% -8"

AO* 13

Knowledge

1970 1976 Clump

65% 62% -VP

AgeAgr17.

Citizenship .

Attitudes" Knowig8g.

, 1989 , 1978 Change 1999 1976 Change

Plunthar of Items
Includitin
arirage" 18

I

Social Studio,

Attitudes

1972 1976`' Change 1972

66% . 64% 72 50%

12.

Social Studio'

Attitudes

1972 ...1976 Change 1972

80% 78% -2' 64%.

1-

Knowledge .

1978 Change

489s

.Knowledge

1976 Chano,

59% -5

14 21

Indicates significant difference at the -.OS level between the first and second assessments,



APPENDIX D

INTERPRETING CHANGES IN "I DON'T KNOW" RESPONSES

Changes in the percentage of acceptable- re-
sponses, which is the major focus of this report,
Should be interpreted in light of the changes in the
percentage responding "I don't know." For each
cognitive multiple-choice exercise, National Assess-
ments-includes "I don't know" among the possible
-choices. Respondents can alsO-.Write."I don't know"
is an ansWer to open-ended exercises. National
Assessment studies have shown that guessing seems to
be reduced when the "I don't know" response is

. induded, providing a more accurate estimate of the
pettentrige who actually know the acceptable re-
sponse.

Since there were somewhat fewer acceptable
responses in the 1975-76 assessment than in the
.1669-70 and 1971-72 assessments, we might expect
more "I don't know" responses in 1975=-776. In fact,

-several .specific examples of increaees, in "I don't
know" responses. were noted for exercises presented
in Chapters .1-5:- In addition, with. is- decrease in
acceptable responses we might also see 'an increase in
unacceptable responses, indicating more misinforms-

. tion or guessing concerning/the item assessed. For all

I.

I,.

71

exercises with", don't know" options this report;
the three age groups assessed .. followed the same
trend: the decline. ir, acceptable responses was
accompanied by bath an increase in "I don't know"
responses and. ah increase in unacceptable responses.
This means thatjthe declines in percentages of correct
answers most likely reflect declines, in knowledge and'
not simply increases in willingness to say "I don't
know."

__LSome_smaller_clUsters,of items grouped in the'
Chapters did not behave-as- the .intire set' behaved-7at
ages 13 and 171. Declinet.in mean :percentages were
accompanied by proportionately greater tendencies
to respond "I don't know": on items 'related. to
respect for others, valuing constitutional rights and
attitudes toward other cultures. Since these items
generally asked about student's attitudes, the- shift
from positive responses to don't know" is more
difficult to interpret. It may signal an increase in
confusion abo t values, a growing awareness of the
complexity of these issues or less willingness to-reveal aj
personal attitu es.

*L1. 008138111318 rums C8111811: 1.1178 - 782-63S1EX9 UM= 110. 8
. ri.

7-r
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Reports relateri to this report and available from National Assessment include:
:

CITIZENSHIP
1st Assessment 11969.70).

Report 2 National Rbsulti, November 1970
Revert 6 Citizenship Results by sex, region and size of community, July 1971

.- Report 9 . Citizenshi Results by race, parental edUcation, size and type of community, May 1972

SOCIAL STUDIES.
"1st Assessment (1971. 2)

03 SS 01 Posit al Knowledge and Attitudes, December 1973
03-SS-02 Con rnporary Social Issues, July 1974
03-SS-00 The irst Social Studies Assessment: An Overview, June 1974
03-SS-20 Social Studies Technical Report: Exercise Volume, December 1975

, 03-SS-21 Social Studies Technical Report: Summary Volume, November 1975

CITIZENSHIP/SOCIAL STUDIES
2nd Assessment (1975-76)

,07-05-01 Education for Citlienship: A Bicentehnial Survey, November 1976
07-CS-92' Changes in Political Knowledge and Attitudes; 1969-76, March 1978

BACKGROUND REPORTS
,

BR -2 HispanicStudent Achievement in Five Learning Areas: 1971-75. Davi for 9-, 13- and 17-year-olds
in reading, mathematics, science, social studies and career and oczkif-.;ational development,
May 1977

03 /04 -GIY General Information Yearbook,. A condensed description' of the Assessment's methodology,
December trite -
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reading, music, art, mathematics, science and career and occupational development. A 'complete publications list and
ordering information are available from the,address beloaf.
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